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CA. (dr.) dEbAshis mitrA
PrEsidEnt, iCAi

“The man who does not read books has no advantage over the one who cannot read them.” - Mark Twain

Dear Students,

At the inception, I would like to convey my good wishes to 
all of you as you prepare for the forthcoming May, 2022 
examinations. By the time you receive this journal, your 

preparations for the exams must be going on with full determination 
and at a good pace. Remember that tenacious and unwavering 
efforts coupled with a disciplined and strategic approach will help 
you accomplish the desired outcomes. You must calibrate your 
efforts for all papers and apportion your time wisely.

In the words of Colin Powell, “Success is the result of perfection, 
hard work, learning from failure, loyalty, and persistence.”    

Planning - Stepping stone to success
Planning helps you to allocate and manage your time in the most 
prudent manner and amplify your productivity.  I’m reminded 
of the words of Benjamin Franklin, “If you fail to plan, you 
are planning to fail. Success is the residue of planning.” a goal 
without a plan is nothing more than a desire. Transform your wish 
into an actionable plan to succeed.  Set realistic and attainable 
targets. Prepare a regimen with a target-oriented approach, stick 
on decided plan and track your progress regularly. 

Revision - Key to success
Revision is a crucial step in your preparation as hard work for the 
exams will only fructify when you are able to revise your syllabus 
effectively. This step ensures confidence and helps you in managing 
stress and anxiety before exams. I would recommend you to:
•	 Make	best	use	of	the	capsules	of	all	the	papers	published	in	the	

various issues of the Student’s Journal. 
•	 Boost	your	 revision	with	 the	diagrams	and	charts	of	 ‘Let	us	

recapitulate’ provided at the end of the chapters in the Study 
Material.

•	 Attempt	the	‘Mock	Test	Papers’	with	utmost	sincerity	which	
helps you to understand your level of preparation under exam 
like conditions and help you to interpret your weak areas.

•	 Solve	the	questions	of	the	Revision	Test	Papers	(RTPs)	on	your	
own.  RTPs are effective tool to revise and refresh the concepts 
and provisions discussed in the Study Material. 

Board of Studies – Your mentor and oracle! 
Board of Studies, your mentor and oracle in your journey of 
Chartered Accountancy course is committed towards serving you 
in the best possible manner.  BoS prioritises students’ interests 
above all else, and organises  a wide range of programmes to 
promote their learning.  ICAI through both the wings of BoS 
– Academic and Students Skills Enrichment Board offers an 
extensive range of published and digitised knowledge resources 
and learning opportunities to help you achieve your goals.  

As part of its ongoing endeavour to provide better and more 
receptive	services	to	students,	BoS	(A)	has	been	conducting	Live	
Coaching Classes free of charge in virtual mode for the students 
of Foundation, Intermediate and Final levels to bridge the gap 
in distant learning aspect of the CA course. These classes have 
received an overwhelming response from the students who are 

fetching immense benefit from the same. 
I am pleased to inform you that 5th	batch	of	Live	Coaching	

Classes	(LCC)	has	already	started	on	15th March 2022 for students 
appearing in Intermediate November 2022 examination, to be 
followed	by	the	classes	for	the	Foundation	level	students.		LCC	
for Final level relevant for November 2022 Examinations are also 
in progress.  I advise you to take  maximum advantage from these 
classes from your home and access the same live or view later 
as recorded lectures through hand-held devices such as smart 
phones, laptops, I-pads, tablets, etc., anytime anywhere. 

Campus Placements 
It gives me immense pleasure to inform you that 55th edition of 
the Campus placement programme is under-way for which a total 
of	9,968	newly	qualified	Chartered	Accountants	have	registered.	
A record number of 143 companies with 11,516 vacancies have 
registered for the programme. The highest annual package 
offered hitherto in the current drive is Rs. 30 lakhs. The entire 
programme is system driven and is being held virtually from 
10th March to 26th March 2022 at 9 major centres and from 13th 

April to 26th April 2022 at 12 smaller centres. As the programme 
is currently underway, so far, more than 5,200 job offers have 
already been made by the companies.
Progressing towards revised new curriculum

I am delighted to apprise you that the revised scheme of education 
and training developed in conformity with the best practices 
adopted by international accountancy bodies, implementation 
of National Education Policy 2020 and revolution in information 
technology, has been approved by the Council of the ICAI and 
is has been submitted to Ministry of Corporate affairs for their 
in-principle approval.  On receipt of the approval from the 
Ministry, the new scheme will be available for comments of all 
stakeholders.  
Ignite your quest for knowledge 

Dear Students, one of the most important areas where we can 
improve as professionals is competence in pursuing and sharing 
knowledge.  Knowledge grows exponentially when shared.  
Knowledge is power, as long as it is shared thereby, one who 
is	 equipped	with	knowledge	possess	 the	greatest	power.	 In	 the	
words of Dalai Lama, “Share your knowledge.  It’s a way to 
achieve mortality.” 

The more we know, the greater is our ability to learn and 
the faster we expand our knowledge base.  Knowledge opens 
the door to opportunity, achievement, success, and wealth.  APJ 
Abdul Kalam had said, “Learning gives creativity, creativity 
leads to thinking, thinking provides knowledge, knowledge 
makes you great.”

With these words of wisdom, I wish you all the best for your 
future endeavours and wish you all a Happy Mahavir Jayanti and 
a Blessed Good Friday.
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VICe PResIDent’s CoMMUnICAtIon  

CA. AniKEt sunil tAlAti
ViCE PrEsidEnt, iCAi

“The mind is not a vessel to be filled but a fire to be ignited.” - Plutarch

Dear Students, 

“Intellectual growth should commence at birth and 
cease only at death.”  - Albert Einstein

A t ICAI, we believe that holistic development 
is imperative for every aspect of a student’s 
personality. Therefore, we have been making efforts 
to revamp our education pedagogy to inculcate varied 

skills and develop our students as future leaders. The resources 
and mechanisms developed by the Institute to facilitate and 
support consistent learning by its students have been exclusively 
designed keeping in mind the needs of the digital era. 
Technology	 has	 emerged	 as	 a	 ubiquitous	 platform	 which	
pervades every aspect of life today. To make optimum use of the 
modern technology for its students, The Institute of Chartered 
Accountants	 of	 India	 (ICAI),	 aims	 to	 reach	 out	 to	 its	 students	
based in every nook and corner of the country. 
I wish to extend my best wishes to the students who shall be 
appearing in the forthcoming examinations scheduled in May/
June 2022. We all know that success is achieved when all our 
efforts are made in the right direction with utmost sincerity. 
While pursuing such a challenging course we need to be highly 
focused and dedicated. I urge you to take due benefits of Study 
Material, Revision Test Papers, Suggested Answers, Mock Test 
Papers, Case Study Digest, Booklet on MCQs & Case Scenarios, 
etc., being provided by the Institute for your preparation.  In the 
above context, would like to bring to your knowledge the dynamic 
platforms worth utilising.
•	 E-Books provided through ICAI’s Digital Learning Hub: 

E-Books are being provided for all the three levels of CA Course 
with dynamic features such as audio enabled text, built-in 
Wikipedia and facility of highlighting and making notes which 
can be retained in their login and available for exporting to PDF 
file.

•	 E-Capsules/Quick Referencer Capsules: The subject-wise 
capsules published in the monthly Students’ Journal as handy 
revision notes.

•	 ICAI BoS Mobile App with Ask Your Query Feature: The 
ICAI Mobile App has emerged as One Stop Solution for all 
BoS publication material, live and recorded classes, online 
MCQ assessment, download notes and assignments, important 

announcements. The mobile App has emerged with a new 
design,	 display	 of	 Live	 classes	 and	 other	 events	 on	 the	main	
page with stickers, hamburger menu, new dashboard of online 
MCQ	assessment,	etc.	The	updated	version	(v1.10)	is	available	
on the Google play store for downloading the same.

•	 Free Live Coaching Classes (LCC): After the launch of 1st 
batch	of	 Free	Live	Coaching	Classes	 for	CA	Students	 in	 July	
2020	by	the	Board	of	Studies	(Academic),	currently	4th	Batch	
of	Live	Coaching	Classes	 is	running	for	the	students	who	are	
appearing in May/Nov 2022 Exam. It is our endeavour to 
provide free of cost approx. 700 video lectures with 1800 hours 
of learning for the students at all the three levels. 5th Batch of 
Live	Coaching	Classes	has	also	commenced	from	15th	March	
2022 for the students who will appear in Nov. 2022 intermediate 
examination.

The above endeavours have benefitted the students irrespective of 
the location that they reside and prepare for their examinations 
without any difficulty, and it is worth sharing that as of now, more 
than	2	Lac	students	have	registered	on	the	web	and	mobile	app	for	
availing the benefits.
Students, you are pursuing one of the toughest educational 
course in our country and a bit of anxiety and stress is a part of 
this challenging journey. However, please remember that your 
success will make you forget all the sweat and hard work gone 
into it.  Keep proceeding ahead by maintaining your calm and a 
consistent study routine. As rightly said by Father of the Nation, 
Mahatma Gandhi Ji, “Live as if you were to die tomorrow. 
Learn as if you were to live forever”.
Always	believe	that	‘Sky	is	the	Limit’	for	those	who	wish	to	pursue	
their dreams and work hard. 
Please stay connected with the Institute and do share your inputs 
for taking further initiatives.
We wish you all the best for all your future endeavours!
 Yours sincerely
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“Never let the fear of striking out stop you from playing the game.” - Babe Ruth

My Dear Students, 
Warm Greetings!!

T hrough this edition, I wish to communicate my 
earnest belief that by this time, you are involved in 
exuberant preparation for the forthcoming May 2022 
examinations. I must stress upon the fact that to attain 

success in your forthcoming examination, you need to strategise 
and channelise your hard work diligently and relentlessly in right 
direction.	 Make	 effective	 use	 of	 BoS(A)	 academic	 resources	
like	LCC,	RTPs,	MTPs,	Suggested	Answers	and	the	Counseling	
sessions to supplement your learning.   

Persistent Knowledge Drive of Board of Studies 
(Academic)

Following activities	 of	 BoS(A)	 can	 assist	 you	 in	 thorough	
preparation for CA examination in holistic manner. 
1. Live Coaching Classes (LCC)
BoS(A)	 has	 been	 organising	 Live	 Coaching	 Classes	 (LCC)	 free	
of cost for its students at all the levels to stimulate their learning 
by covering all significant aspects of each topic of the syllabus of 
each subject at all levels. Along with 4th	batch	of	LCC	for	Final	
level	students	relevant	for	November	2022	Examinations,	BoS(A)	
has also commenced its 5th	batch	of	Free	LCC	from	15th March 
2022 for students appearing in Intermediate November 2022 
examination. You may attend these classes through web portal 
https://live.icai.org/bos/vcc/ or ICAI – BoS Mobile App and can 
also view at ICAI CA Tube/YouTube Channel. 
2. Revision Test Papers (RTPs)
The RTPs of all the subjects at all three levels have already been 
made available to the students through Institute’s website. The 
RTPs are now also available on the CDS portal of the Institute 
for	you	to	make	your	requisition.	You	may	attempt	the	questions	
from these RTPs for your revision and assess your readiness for 
the forthcoming examination.
3. Mock Test Papers (MTPs)
In order to aid in self-assessing your level of preparation for the 
forthcoming  May  2022 examination, first series of Mock Test 
Papers was conducted from 11th March, 2022 for the students 
appearing in CA Foundation, Intermediate and Final levels. 
The second series of MTPs is scheduled to commence from 
18th April, 2022 for Intermediate and Final levels. However, 
second series of MTP for Foundation level will be conducted in 
May, 2022. Therefore, its primarily imperative for you to take 
extensive measures to bridge the gap between your strengths 
and shortcomings and perform exceptional in the second series 
of	 MTPs.	 BoS(A)	 further	 proposes	 to	 conduct	 Live	 Special 
Counselling Sessions after completion of second series of MTP 
to	 resolve	 student's	 queries	 and	 provide	 specific	 guidance	 with	

respect to each paper at Intermediate and Final level examination.
4. Suggested Answers
Like	 other	 educational	 inputs	 provided	 by	 the	 BoS(A)	 to	 its	
students, the Suggested Answers of December 2021 examination 
for	 Foundation,	 Intermediate	 and	 Final	 Level	 have	 been	 web-
hosted on the Institute’s website. These are made available with 
an intent to facilitate you in your preparation for the examination 
and provide guidance on the appropriate manner of answering 
the	questions	set	at	the	CA	examinations.

ICAI BoS Mobile App
The BoS Mobile App provides integrated learning resource 
facility	 including	 the	 on-going	 Live	 Coaching	 Classes	 and	
recorded lectures to its students. In furtherance, we propose to 
enhance the features of ICAI BoS Mobile App through inclusion 
of	recorded	videos	of	Heroes	of	 the	Profession,	Online	quizzes,	
and	motivational	quotations	etc.,	as	a	regular	feature.	

Capsule Insights 
The highlight of this edition are comprehensive Capsules based on 
Paper	7:	Direct	Tax	Laws	And	International	Taxation	for	CA	Final,	
Paper 5: Advanced Accounting for CA Intermediate and Paper 1: 
Principles and Practice of Accounting for CA Foundation. These 
capsules entail summarised content in a comprehensive visual 
format	for	quick	revision.

Formation of Subject Expert Groups under CRET
Under	the	New	scheme	of	education	and	training,	BoS(A)	plans	
to constitute Expert Groups for drafting the curriculum of the 
proposed subjects at each of the three levels namely, Foundation, 
Intermediate and Final, after taking into consideration the 
requirements	laid	out	in	(International	Education	Standards)	IES	
2 Technical Competence and undertaking a comparative study 
of the curriculum of International Accountancy Bodies along 
with other professional bodies. 

Most importantly BoS(A) Roadmap
With the determined support of my dynamic Vice Chairman, CA. 
Vishal Doshi, BoS(A) envisions to propose the following to its 
students:
•	 To	 promote	 Research activities amongst its students 

by encouraging them to take up the research work in 
the contemporary areas during their articleship or post-
articleship. 

•	 To	initiate	the	provisions	of	offering Online Library for its 
students so as to assist them in enhancing their knowledge 
and to take up various research activities.

Before I conclude, I acknowledge the continued support of my 
Vice-Chairman,	CA	Vishal	Doshi	in	all	the	endeavors	of	BOS(A).	
I	would	 advise	 you	 to	 download	 BoS(A)	Mobile	App	 to	 access	
all	 the	 BoS(A)	 initiatives	 at	 single	 platform.	The	 Android	 and	
iOS versions of mobile app can be downloaded from Google 
and Apple Play Store respectively. I would emphasise that you 
inculcate a habit of visiting the Institute’s website regularly so 
as	 to	 keep	 yourself	 updated	 about	 all	 the	 initiatives	 of	 BoS(A)	
from time-to-time. Furthermore, I wish to invite students to 
communicate with me their innovative ideas for the large 
benefit of our profession.
All the best for your future endeavours!!

CA. dAyAniwAs shArmA
ChAirmAn, boArd oF studiEs (ACAdEmiC)
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CHAIRMAn sseB (BoARD of stUDIes-oPeRAtIons) CoMMUnICAtIon  

“I think it’s possible for ordinary people to choose to be extraordinary.” - Elon Musk

My Beloved Students, 

I t gives me an immense pleasure to address you as a Chairman 
of	 Students	 Skills	 Enrichment	 Board	 (Board	 of	 Studies-
Operations)	for	the	year	2022-23.	At	the	outset,	I	would	like	
to express my heartfelt gratitude to the ICAI torchbearers, 

CA.	(Dr.)	Debashis	Mitra,	President	ICAI	and	CA.	Aniket	Talati,	
Vice President ICAI, for reposing the trust, faith and confidence in 
my abilities by entrusting the overall responsibility of the Students 
Skills Enrichment Board. I would also like to compliment and 
thanks CA. Sridhar Muppala the Vice Chairman of SSEB, for his 
active cooperation and progressive mindset towards the matters 
concerned with students.   

The professional course of Chartered Accountancy is built on 
a strong edifice of theoretical education blended with hands 
on practical training. As you may be aware that SSEB was set 
up to impart world class training to Chartered Accountancy 
Students for overall growth of their personality besides academic 
excellence. SSEB organises Orientation, Information Technology, 
Advanced Information Technology and Management & 
Communication	 Skills	 courses	 to	 equip	 students	 with	
competencies and professional skill sets looked up by business 
houses in view of the ever-evolving business environment. The 
Board also conducts various activities apart from conducting the 
IT and soft skills training such as conferences, seminars, national 
talent hunt competitions, student's festival, sports activities, etc., 
for imbibing essential skills sets to enhance the overall confidence 
of the students.

At	 SSEB	 (Board	 of	 Studies-Operations),	 we	 leave	 no	 stone	
unturned to provide the best of the training to groom our students 
as an all-rounded professionals capable of taking the challenging 
roles at National and International level. Various initiatives are 
regularly taken by the Board to ensure proper infrastructure, IT 
labs, additional Reading Rooms, Advanced computer systems etc. 
to be made available to the students on PAN India basis.    

Four Weeks Residential Programme
I	 am	 pleased	 to	 inform	 that	 the	 SSEB	 (Board	 of	 Studies-
Operations),	is	organising	the	Flagship	Programme	-	Four	Weeks	
Residential Programme at Centre of Excellence Hyderabad & 
Jaipur.
This Programme on Professional Skills Development will be 
organised	with	 an	 objective	 to	 offer	 unique	 opportunity	 to	 the	
Chartered Accountancy students in imbibing the professional 
skills	required	for	effective	 functioning	 in	business	organisation	
and the profession. The Programme environment focuses 

on	 development	 of	 communication	 skills,	 personal	 qualities,	
interpersonal and teamwork skills, problem solving skills and 
leadership skills etc.
Due to COVID pandemic the batches for Four Weeks Residential 
Programmes could not be organised for the last two years.  It is 
my	earnest	request	 to	all	 the	CA	students	who	have	completed	
their first year of articleship, to get benefited from this excellent 
opportunity.

Initiative taken towards improving the quality 
of training

It is our continuous endeavour at Board of Studies-operations 
(SSEB)	 to	 provide	 the	 best	 of	 training	 to	 our	 students.	 For	
improvising	the	quality	of	the	training	imparted	by	ICAI	in	ITT	
and Soft Skills batches, it has been decided that observers will be 
appointed in the IT/OC/MCS/Advanced ITT batches to provide 
feedback in the areas of improvement. 

Focussed workshops to aid Practical Training
To abreast students undergoing articleship with the practical 
knowledge of the various government portals used for the 
purpose of regulatory compliance and filing, the Board has 
decided to conduct focussed workshops having standard format 
to	provide	essential	exposure	related	to	filing	on	TDS	PORTAL,	
GST	PORTAL,	 INCOME	TAX	PORTAL	&	ROC	PORTAL.	All	
the	students	are	requested	to	kindly	contact	their	nearest	branch	
to get more information about the same.
I congratulate you all to be the part of ICAI fraternity and wish 
you success in your career and life ahead. The success in any 
endeavor can be gained through a strong determination and 
willpower ignoring all the odds and focusing only on the goal and 
wish all my dear students to focus on your aim and channel your 
energy for becoming a successful professional. Have patience and 
positive approach towards life to achieve your goals on time. 
Wishing you all the best.

CA sushil KumAr GoyAl
ChAirmAn, studEnts sKills EnriChmEnt boArd 
(boArd oF studiEs-oPErAtions)
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C A Sushil Kumar Goyal, a partner in P. K. Mitra & Co. is a 
Fellow Member of the Institute of Chartered Accountants 
of	India	and	has	also	qualified	in	the	Post	qualification,	

Systems Audit examinations conducted by the Institute. 

He is a commerce graduate from Tinsukia College of Dibrugarh 
University, Assam. He has played many roles apart from expert 
in the Indirect Tax field, which includes trainer, orator, faculty, 
author and much more. Currently, he is practicing in Kolkata 
and is well-known for his versatile knowledge and professional 
services provided in this field. He is regularly providing services 
in the field of Service Tax since 1997 and in the field of Goods and 
Service	Tax	(GST)	since	inception.

He has also authored a book, which is also the first book on 
Service Tax from Eastern India, titled Service Tax Guide. His 
authored five GST Guides namely GST Guide for MSME, GST 
Guide on RCM, GST Guide on E-Way Bills, GST Guide for Banks, 
GST Guide on GTA Services have been published so far. He is 
also an Editor of the monthly Goods and Services Tax bulletin 
Tax Talk. He has also been sending Service Tax/GST tips over 
the past six years on a regular basis which is appreciated by 
Limca	Book	of	World	Records.	He	has	been	the	visiting	faculty	
in	St.	Xavier’s	College,		NACIN,	an	institute	for	training	Central	
Excise, Customs and Service Tax officers, taking sessions in GST 
certificate courses organised by ICAI for its members.

 Contributed articles in various reputed journals, souvenirs, 
newsletters, etc., including CA Journal, regular speaker on 
'Service Tax' and 'Goods and Services Tax', part of news 
shows for discussion on GST as panellist which was aired on 
national television on channels. 

 He represented ICAI at Open Forum of World Customs 
Organization	 (WCO),	 presented	 paper	 on	 Digital	
Transformation in an event organised by World Bank Group 
(WBG)	&	 International	 Federation	 of	Accountants	 (IFAC).	
Presented paper on Future Ready Professional in a conference 
organised	by	PAN	African	Federation	of	Accounts	(PAFA).

A n altruistic hard-worker bestowed with exceptional 
organisational, networking, administrative and 
leadership skills, CA. Sridhar Muppala has made 

noteworthy contributions in whatever capacity he served the 
profession of Chartered Accountancy. 

He has been a prolific speaker at national and international 
forums. As an orator par excellence, he has attended and 
contributed to numerous national and international seminars. 

Hailing from a farmer’s family, Sridhar has realised that 
education is the biggest opportunity for him to improve 
his life situation and secured 4th rank in the state in his 
Intermediate	(class	XII)	and	also	secured	an	all	India	rank	in	
CA intermediate.

A blend of erudition, experience, foresight, technical expertise 
and	professional	excellence	worth	emulating	after	qualifying	
CA, he started his career in a practice firm and developed a 
practical perspective in the fields of Auditing, Taxation and 
Consultancy. Exposure to practice at a young age has helped 
him understand the ground reality of the hardships faced by 
practicing Chartered Accountants. Further, gaining exposure 
in corporate world has improved his execution efficiency and 
helped him build and manage high performing teams.

Finally, as an entrepreneur, he has been instrumental in 
providing stable employment opportunities to 500+ families 
across South India and successfully built an ecosystem of small 
and medium entrepreneurs who have witnessed substantial 
growth over the last decade. His continuous contribution to 
the profession over a span of 18 years helped him evolve as 
a	people’s	leader.	Received	“Leadership	award"	for	excellence	
in education from the then Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh 
in 2013. He has also been recognised as the 'Times Education 
Icon Award' in 2017. Currently, he is serving as the Central 
Council Member of ICAI from the southern constituency and 
serving in various Committees of ICAI.

VICe CHAIRMAn sseB (BoARD 
of stUDIes-oPeRAtIons) PRofIle  

CHAIRMAn sseB (BoARD of 
stUDIes-oPeRAtIons) PRofIle  

CA. SuShIl KuMAR GoYAl  
Chairman 

StudentS SkillS enriChment Board 
(Board of StudieS-operationS)

CA. SRIDhAR MuPPAlA  
ViCe-Chairman 

StudentS SkillS enriChment Board 
(Board of StudieS-operationS)

“Learn from yesterday. Live for today. 
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Section Nature of 
payment

Threshold Limit for 
deduction of tax at 

source

Payer Payee Rate of TDS Time of 
deduction

192 Salary Basic exemption 
limit 
(R2,50,000/R3,00,000, 
as	 the	 case	may	 be).	
This is taken care of 
in computation of 
the average rate of 
income-tax.

Any person 
responsible for 
paying any income 
chargeable under the 
head “Salaries”

Individual 
(Employee)

Average rate 
of income-tax 
computed on the 
basis of the rates 
in force.

At the time of 
payment

192A Premature 
withdrawal 
from Employee's 
Provident Fund

Payment or aggregate 
payment ≥ R50,000

Trustees of the 
EPF Scheme or any 
authorised person 
under the Scheme

Individual 
(Employee)

10% [In case of 
failure to furnish 
PAN, TDS@ 
MMR]

At the time of 
payment

193 Interest on 
Securities

> R10,000 in a F.Y., 
in case of interest on 
8%	Savings	(Taxable)	
Bonds, 2003/ 7.75% 
Savings	 (Taxable)	
Bonds, 2018. 
> R5,000 in a F.Y., in 
case of interest on 
debn issued by a Co. 
in which the public 
are substantially 
interested, paid or 
credited to a resident 
individual or HUF by 
an	A/c	payee	cheque.	
> No threshold 
specified in any other 
case.

Any person 
responsible for paying 
any income by way of 
interest on securities

 Any resident 10% At the time of 
credit of such 
income to the 
account of the 
payee or at the 
time of payment, 
whichever is 
earlier.

194 Dividend 
(including	
dividends on 
preference 
shares)

> R5,000 in a F.Y., 
in case of dividend 
paid to an individual 
shareholder by any 
mode other than 
cash
> No threshold in 
other cases

The Principal 
Officer of a domestic 
company 

Resident 
shareholder

10% Before making any 
payment by any 
mode in respect 
of any dividend 
or before making 
any distribution 
or payment of 
dividend.

TAX DEDUCTION AT SOURCE

CA FINAL - PAPER 7 - DIRECT TAX LAWS AND INTERNATIONAL TAXATION

In the last issue, the revision capsule on direct tax laws summarised the provisions relating to deductions from gross total 
income and special tax regime relating to companies and other special purpose entities.  In continuation, this issue of the 
Student's Journal encapsulates the provisions relating to tax deduction at source and tax collection at source. This capsule 
is based on the provisions of direct tax laws, as amended by the Finance Act, 2021, and is hence relevant for May, 2022 
and November, 2022 examinations.

“He who asks a question is a fool for five minutes; he who does not 
ask a question remains a fool forever.”

- Chinese proverb
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Section Nature of 
payment

Threshold Limit for 
deduction of tax at 

source

Payer Payee Rate of TDS Time of 
deduction

194A Interest other 
than interest on 
securities

> R40,000 in a F.Y., 
in case of interest 
credited or paid by –
(i)		 a	 banking	

company;
(ii)	 a	 co-operative	

society engaged 
in banking 
business; and 

(iii)		a	 post	 office	
on any deposit 
under a notified 
Scheme.

In all the above cases, 
if payee is a resident 
senior	 citizen,	 tax	
deduction limit is > 
R50,000.
> R5,000 in a F.Y., in 
other cases.

Any	 person	 (other	
than an individual/ 
HUF whose total 
sales, gross receipts 
or turnover from 
business or profession 
do not exceed R1 crore 
(in	 case	 of	 business)
or R50	 lakhs	 (in	 case	
of	 profession)	 during	
the immediately 
preceding	 F.Y.)	
responsible for paying 
interest other than 
interest on securities.

Any Resident 10% At the time of 
credit of such 
income to the 
account of the 
payee or at the 
time of payment, 
whichever is 
earlier.

194B Winnings from 
any lottery, 
crossword	puzzle	
or card game or 
other game of 
any sort

> R10,000 The person 
responsible for paying 
income by way of such 
winnings

Any Person 30% At the time of 
payment

194BB Winnings from 
horse race

> R10,000 Book Maker or a 
person holding licence 
for horse racing or 
for arranging for 
wagering or betting in 
any race course.

Any Person 30% At the time of 
payment

194C Payments to 
Contractors

Single sum credited 
or paid > R30,000 
(or)
The agg. of sums 
credited or paid to 
a contractor during 
the F.Y. > R1,00,000
Individual/ HUF 
need not deduct 
tax where sum is 
credited or paid 
exclusively for 
personal purposes

Central/State Govt., 
Local	 authority,	
Central/State/
Provincial Corpn., 
company, firm, trust, 
registered society, 
co-operative society, 
university established 
under Central/State/
Provincial Act, 
declared university 
under the UGC Act, 
Govt. of Foreign 
State or a foreign 
enterprise, individual/ 
HUF whose total 
sales, gross receipts 
or turnover from 
business or profession 
exceeds R1	 crore	 (in	
case	 of	 business)	 or	
R50	 lakhs	 (in	 case	 of	
profession)	 during	
the immediately 
preceding F.Y.

Any Resident 
contractor for 
carrying out any 
work	 (including	
supply of 
labour)

1% of sum paid 
or credited, if 
the payee is an 
Individual or 
HUF
2% of sum paid 
or credited, if the 
payee is any other 
person.

At the time of 
credit of such sum 
to the account of 
the contractor 
or at the time 
of payment, 
whichever is 
earlier.

“Procrastination makes easy things hard and hard things harder.”
- Mason Cooley
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Section Nature of 
payment

Threshold Limit for 
deduction of tax at 

source

Payer Payee Rate of TDS Time of 
deduction

194D Insurance 
Commission

> R15,000 in a F.Y. Any person 
responsible for paying 
any income by way 
of remuneration or 
reward for soliciting 
or procuring 
insurance business

Any Resident 5% At the time of 
credit of such 
income to the 
account of the 
payee or at the 
time of payment, 
whichever is 
earlier.

194DA Any sum under 
a	 Life	 Insurance	
Policy

 ≥ R1,00,000	 (agg.	
amt of payment to a 
payee	in	a	F.Y.)

Any person 
responsible for paying 
any	 sum	under	 a	 LIP,	
including the sum 
allocated by way of 
bonus

Any resident 5% of the amount 
of income 
comprised

At the time of 
payment

194E Payment to 
n o n - r e s i d e n t 
s p o r t s m e n 
or sports 
associations of 
income referred 
to in section 
115BBA

- Any person 
responsible for 
making the payment

Non-res ident 
s p o r t s m a n 
(including	 an	
athelete)	 or	
entertainer who 
is	 not	 a	 citizen	
of India or non-
resident sports 
association or 
institution

20% At the time of 
credit of such 
income to the 
account of the 
payee or at the 
time of payment, 
whichever is 
earlier.

194EE Payment of 
deposit under 
National Saving 
Scheme

≥ R2,500 in a F.Y. Any person 
responsible for paying

Individual or 
HUF

10% At the time of 
payment

194G Commission on 
sale of lottery 
tickets

> R15,000 in a F.Y. Any person responsible 
for paying any income 
by way of commission, 
remuneration	 or	 prize	
(by	 whatever	 name	
called)	 on	 lottery	
tickets

Any person 
s t o c k i n g , 
d i s t r i b u t i n g , 
purchasing or 
selling lottery 
tickets

5% At the time of credit 
of such income 
to the account of 
the payee or at the 
time of payment, 
whichever is earlier.

194H Commission or 
brokerage

> R15,000 in a F.Y. Any	 person	 (other	
than an Individual/ 
HUF whose total 
sales, gross receipts 
or turnover from 
business or profession 
do not exceed R1 crore 
(in	case	of	business)	or	
R50	 lakhs	 (in	 case	 of	
profession)	during	the	
immediately preceding 
F.Y.)	 responsible	 for	
paying commission or 
brokerage.

Any resident 5% At the time of 
credit of such 
income to the 
account of the 
payee or at the 
time of payment, 
whichever is 
earlier.

194-I Rent > R2,40,000 in a F.Y. Any	 person	 (other	
than an individual/ 
HUF whose total 
sales, gross receipts 
or turnover from 
business or profession 
carried on by him do 
not exceed R1 crore 
(in	case	of	business)	or	
R50	 lakhs	 (in	 case	 of	
profession)	 during	 the	
immediately preceding 
F.Y.)	 responsible	 for	
paying rent

Any resident For P & M or 
equipment-	2%		

For land or 
building, land 
a p p u r t e n a n t 
to a building, 
furniture or 
fittings -10% 

At the time of 
credit of such 
income to the 
account of the 
payee or at the 
time of payment, 
whichever is 
earlier.
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Section Nature of 
payment

Threshold Limit for 
deduction of tax at 

source

Payer Payee Rate of TDS Time of 
deduction

194-IA Payment 
on transfer 
of certain 
immovable 
property other 
than agricultural 
land

≥ R50 lakh 
(Consideration	 for	
trf )

Any person, being a 
transferee	(other	than	
a person referred 
to	 in	 section	 194LA	
responsible for 
paying compensation 
for compulsory 
acquisition	 of	
immovable property 
other than rural 
agricultural	land)

Resident 
transferor

1% At the time of 
credit of such sum 
to the account 
of the transferor 
or at the time 
of payment, 
whichever is 
earlier.

194-IB Payment of 
rent by certain 
individuals or 
HUF

> R50,000 for a 
month or part of a 
month

Individual/ HUF 
(other	 than	 Individual/	
HUF whose total 
sales, gross receipts 
or turnover from 
business or profession 
carried on by him 
exceeds R1	 crore	 (in	
case	 of	 business)	 or	
R50	 lakhs	 (in	 case	 of	
profession)	 during	 the	
immediately preceding 
F.Y.)	 responsible	 for	
paying rent.

Any Resident 5% At the time of 
credit of rent, for 
the last month of 
the previous year 
or the last month 
of tenancy, if the 
property is vacated 
during the year, as 
the case may be, 
to the account of 
the payee or at the 
time of payment, 
whichever is earlier

194-IC Payment under 
specified 
agreement 
referred to in 
section	45(5A)

No threshold 
specified. 

Any person 
responsible for paying 
any sum by way of 
consideration, not 
being consideration 
in kind, under a 
registered agreement, 
wherein	 L	 or	 B	 or	
both are handed over 
by the owner for 
development of real 
estate project, for a 
consideration, being 
a	 share	 in	 L	 or	 B	 or	
both in such project, 
with payment of part 
consideration in cash.

Any Resident 10% At the time of 
credit of such sum 
to the account of 
the payee or at the 
time of payment, 
whichever is 
earlier.

194J Fees for 
professional 
or technical 
services/ 
Royalty/ Non-
compete fees/ 
Director’s 
remuneration

> R30,000 in a F.Y., 
for each category of 
income.	 (However,	
this limit does 
not apply in case 
of payment made 
to director of a 
company).

Any person, other 
than an individual/ 
HUF;
However, in case of 
fees for professional or 
technical services paid 
or credited, individual/ 
HUF, whose total 
sales, gross receipts 
or turnover from 
business or profession 
exceeds R1	 crore	 (in	
case	 of	 business)	 or	
R50	 lakhs	 (in	 case	 of	
profession)	 during	
the immediately 
preceding F.Y., is liable 
to deduct tax u/s 194J, 
except where fees for 
professional services 
is credited or paid 
exclusively for his 
personal purposes.

Any Resident 2% - Payee 
engaged only in 
the business of 
operation of call 
centre
2% - In case of 
fees for technical 
services or 
royalty, where 
such royalty is 
in the nature of 
consideration for 
sale, distribution 
or exhibition of 
cinematographic 
films 
10% - Other 
payments 

At the time of 
credit of such sum 
to the account of 
the payee or at the 
time of payment, 
whichever is 
earlier.
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Section Nature of 
payment

Threshold Limit for 
deduction of tax at 

source

Payer Payee Rate of TDS Time of 
deduction

194K Income from 
units other than 
in the nature of 
capital gains

> R5,000 in a F.Y. Any person 
responsible for paying 
any income in respect 
of units of a mutual 
fund/ Administrator 
of the specified 
u n d e r t a k i n g / 
specified company

Any resident 10% At the time of 
credit of such 
income to the 
account of the 
payee or at the 
time of payment, 
whichever is 
earlier.

194LA Compensat ion 
on	 acquisition	
of certain 
i m m o v a b l e 
property other 
than agricultural 
land

> R2,50,000 in a F.Y. Any person 
responsible for paying 
any sum in the nature 
of compensation 
or enhanced 
c o m p e n s a t i o n 
on compulsory 
acquisition	 of	
immovable property 

Any Resident 10% At the time of 
payment

194LB Interest payable 
by infrastructure 
debt fund to a 
NCNR	 (non-
corporate non-
resident)	 or	
foreign company

- Infrastructure debt 
fund referred to in 
section	10(47)

NCNR or 
f o r e i g n 
company

5% At the time of 
credit of such 
income to the 
account of the 
payee or at the 
time of payment, 
whichever is 
earlier.

194LBA D i s t r i b u t i o n 
of interest 
income recd or 
receivable by a 
business trust 
from a SPV, to its 
unit holders

D i s t r i b u t i o n 
of dividend 
income recd or 
receivable by a 
business trust 
from a SPV 
exercising option 
to pay tax u/s 
115BAA, to its 
unit holders

Distribution of 
income recd 
from renting 
or leasing or 
letting out any 
real estate asset 
directly owned 
by the business 
trust, to its unit 
holders

-

-

-

Business Trust

Business Trust

Business Trust

- Resident unit 
holders

- unit holders, 
being NCNR 
or foreign 
companies 

- Resident unit 
holders

- unit holders, 
being NCNR 
or foreign 
companies

- Resident unit 
holders

- unit holders, 
being NCNR 
or foreign 
companies

- 10%

- 5%

- 10%

- 10%

- 10%

- At the rates in 
force

At the time of 
credit of such 
payment to the 
account of the 
payee or at the 
time of payment, 
whichever is 
earlier.

194LBB Any income 
(other	 than	 the	
proportion of 
income which 
is of the same 
nature as income 
chargeable under 
the	head	“PGBP”)	
payable by the 
investment fund 
to a unit holder

- Investment Fund - Resident unit 
holders

- unit holders, 
being NCNR 
or foreign 
companies

- 10%

- At the rates in 
force [However, 
deduction is 
to be made 
in respect of 
that income 
which is not 
chargeable to 
tax]

At the time of 
credit of such 
income to the 
account of the 
payee or at the 
time of payment, 
whichever is 
earlier.
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Section Nature of 
payment

Threshold Limit for 
deduction of tax at 

source

Payer Payee Rate of TDS Time of 
deduction

194LBC Income payable 
by	 securitization	
trust to investors

- Securitization	Trust - I n v e s t o r s , 
being resident 
i n d i v i d u a l s 
and HUF

- R e s i d e n t 
i n v e s t o r s , 
other than 
i n d i v i d u a l 
and HUF

- I n v e s t o r s , 
being NCNR 
or foreign 
companies

- 25%

- 30%

- At the rates in 
force

At the time of 
credit of such 
income to the 
account of the 
payee or at the 
time of payment, 
whichever is 
earlier.

194LC Interest payable 
- on monies 
borrowed in 
FC	 (foreign	
currency)	 from	
a source outside 
India
•	Under	 a	 loan	

agreement b/w 
1.7.2012 and 
30.6.2023

•	By	way	of	 issue	
of long-term 
infra bonds b/w 
1.7.2012 and 
30.9.2014

•	By	way	of	 issue	
of long-term 
bonds	 (inc.	
long term infra 
bonds)	 b/w	
1.10.2014 and 
30.6.2023

as approved by 
CG	 (Central	
Government)
- on money 
borrowed from 
source outside 
India by way of 
RDB on or before 
30.6.2023

- Indian company or a 
business trust

NCNR or 
f o r e i g n 
company

5% At the time of 
credit of such 
income to the 
account of the 
payee or at the 
time of payment, 
whichever is 
earlier.

Interest payable 
on monies 
borrowed from 
a source outside 
India by way of 
issue of long term 
bond or RDB 
b/w 1.4.2020 and 
30.6.2023, which 
is listed only on 
a RSE located in 
any IFSC

- Indian company or a 
business trust

NCNR or 
f o r e i g n 
company

4%

“Motivation is what gets you started. Habit is what keeps you going.”
- Jim Ryun
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Section Nature of 
payment

Threshold Limit for 
deduction of tax at 

source

Payer Payee Rate of TDS Time of 
deduction

194LD Interest payable
- b/w 1.6.2013 

and 30.6.2023 
on
•	 RDB	 of	

an Indian 
company or

•	 G o v t	
securities or

- b/w 1.4.2020 
and 30.6.2023 
on municipal 
debt securities

Any person who is 
responsible for paying 
such interest

FII or QFI 5% At the time of 
credit of such 
income to the 
account of the 
payee or at the 
time of payment, 
whichever is 
earlier.

194M - Payment to 
contractors

- Commi ss ion 
or brokerage

- Fees for 
p ro fe s s i o n a l 
services

> R50,00,000 in a F.Y. Individual or HUF 
other than those who 
are	required	to	deduct	
tax at source under 
section 194C or 194H 
or 194J

Any Resident 5% At the time of 
credit of such 
sum or at the 
time of payment, 
whichever is 
earlier.

194N Cash 
withdrawals

> R1 crore - a banking company 
or   any bank or 
banking institution 

- a co-operative 
society engaged 
in carrying on the 
business of banking 
or

-  a post office
who is responsible 
for paying any sum, 
being the amount or 
the agg. of amounts, 
as the case may be, 
in cash exceeding R1 
crore during the P.Y., 
to any person from 
one or more accounts 
maintained by the 
recipient

Any person @2% of such sum

In case the 
recipient has not 
filed ROI for all 
the 3 immediately 
preceding P.Y.s, 
for which time 
limit	 u/s	 139(1)	
has expired, such 
sum shall be the 
amt or agg. of 
amts, in cash > 
R20 lakh during 
the P.Y. 
TDS 
- @2% of the sum, 

where cash 
withdrawal > 
R20 lakhs but ≤ 
R1 crore

- @5% of sum, 
where cash 
w i t h d r a w a l 
exceeds R1 
crore

At the time of 
payment of such 
sum

194-O Sale 
consideration or 
consideration 
for services 
facilitated 
through digital 
or electronic 
facility or 
platform

> R5 lakhs, being 
gross amt of sales or 
service or both in a 
F.Y. to an e-commerce 
participant, being 
individual or 
HUF and such 
e - c o m m e r c e 
participant has 
furnished PAN or 
Aadhar number to 
the e-commerce 
operator
> No threshold in 
other cases

E-commerce operator, 
who facilitates sale of 
goods or provision 
of services of an 
e-commerce parti-
cipant through digital 
or electronic facility 
or platform

E - c o m m e r c e 
participant

1% of gross 
amount of sale 
or service or 
both [In case of 
failure to furnish 
PAN, Maximum 
TDS@5%]

At the time of 
credit of such sum 
to the account of 
an e-commerce 
participant or at the 
time of payment, 
whichever is 
earlier.

“Just one small positive thought in the morning can change your whole day.” 
- Dalai Lama
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Section Nature of 
payment

Threshold Limit for 
deduction of tax at 

source

Payer Payee Rate of TDS Time of 
deduction

194P Pension	 (along	
with interest on 
bank	account)

Basic exemption 
limit 
(R3,00,000/R5,00,000, 
as	 the	 case	 may	 be)	
[i.e., total income 
after giving effect to 
the dedn allowable 
under Chapter VI-A 
should exceed the 
basic exemption 
limit. Further, in 
case the individual 
is entitled to rebate 
u/s 87A from tax 
payable, then the 
same should be given 
effect to]

Notified specified 
bank

Specified senior 
citizen	 i.e.,	
An individual, 
being a resident 
in India, who
- is of the age 

of 75 years or 
more at any 
time during 
the P.Y.;

- is having 
pension income 
and no other 
income except 
i n t e r e s t 
income received 
or receivable 
from any 
a c c o u n t 
m a i nt a i n e d 
by such 
i n d i v i d u a l 
in the same 
specified bank 
in which he 
is receiving 
his pension 
income; and

- has furnished 
a declaration 
to the 
specified bank.

Rates in force

194Q 
[w.e.f. 

1.7.2021]

Purchase of 
goods

> R50 lakhs in a P.Y. Buyer, who is respon-
sible for paying any sum 
for purchase of goods.
Buyer means a person 
whose total sales, gross 
receipts or turnover 
from business exceeds 
R10 crores during 
the F.Y. immediately 
preceding the F.Y. in 
which the purchase of 
goods is carried out.

Any resident 0.1% of sum 
exceeding R50 
lakhs [In case of 
failure to furnish 
PAN, maximum 
TDS @5%] 

At the time of 
credit of such sum 
to the account of 
the seller or at the 
time of payment, 
whichever is 
earlier.

195 Any sum payable 
to a non-
resident which 
is chargeable to 
tax other than 
interest referred 
to in section 
194LB	 or	 194LC	
or	 194LD	 or	
salaries

- Any person whether 
resident or non-
resident

Non-resident At the rates in 
force

At the time of credit 
of such income 
to the account of 
the payee or at the 
time of payment, 
whichever is earlier.
In case of interest 
payable by the 
Govt or public 
sector bank or 
public financial 
institution, at the 
time of payment. 

196A Income on units 
of a mutual fund 
specified u/s 
10(23D)	or	from	the	
specified company 
referred	u/s	10(35)

- Any person 
responsible for paying 
such income

NCNR or 
f o r e i g n 
company

20% At the time of credit 
of such income 
to the account of 
the payee or at the 
time of payment, 
whichever is earlier.

196B Income from 
units of a mutual 
fund or UTI 
purchased in FC 
(inc	 LTCG	 on	 trf	
of	such	unit)

- The person 
responsible for 
making the payment

Offshore fund 10% At the time of credit 
of such income 
to the account of 
the payee or at the 
time of payment, 
whichever is earlier.
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Section Nature of 
payment

Threshold Limit for 
deduction of tax at 

source

Payer Payee Rate of TDS Time of 
deduction

196C - Interest or 
dividend on 
(i)	 bonds	 of	

an Indian 
company or 
public sector 
c o m p a n y 
sold by the 
Govt and 
purchased by 
non-resident 
in FC; or 

(ii)	GDRs
-	 LTCG	 on	 trf	 of	
such bonds or 
GDRs

- The person 
responsible for 
making the payment

Non-resident 10% At the time of 
credit of such 
income to the 
account of the 
payee or at the 
time of payment, 
whichever is 
earlier.

196D Income from 
securities [Other 
than units of UTI 
and mutual fund 
u/s	10(23D)]	
Note - No dedn of 
tax in respect of 
(i)	 c a p i t a l	

gains from 
trf of such 
securities and 
payable to FII

(ii)	i n t e r e s t 
i n c o m e 
referred to in 
section	194LD

(iii)	i n c o m e	
exempt u/s 
10(4D)

The person 
responsible for 
making the payment

- Specified fund
- FII

- 10%
- 20%
[In case DTAA 
applies to FII, and 
if FII furnishes a 
TRC, TDS would 
be deducted 
@20% or rate 
provided in 
DTAA, whichever 
is lower]

At the time of 
credit of such 
income to the 
account of the 
payee or at the 
time of payment, 
whichever is 
earlier.

206AA Section	206AA	requires	furnishing	of	PAN	by	the	deductee	to	the	deductor,	failing	which	the	deductor	has	to	deduct	tax	at	the	
higher of the following rates, namely, -
(i)		 at	the	rate	specified	in	the	relevant	provision	of	the	Act;	or
(ii)		 at	the	rate	or	rates	in	force;	or
(iii)	 at	the	rate	of	20%	[5%,	in	case	tax	is	required	to	be	deducted	at	source	u/s	194-O	and	194-Q]

206AB Section	206AB,	w.e.f.	1.7.2021,	requires	tax	to	be	deducted	at	source	on	any	sum	or	income	or	amt	paid	or	payable	or	credited,	
by a person to a specified person, at higher of the following rates –
(i)	 at	twice	the	rate	prescribed	in	the	relevant	provision	of	the	Act;	
(ii)		 at	twice	the	rate	or	rates	in	force	i.e.,	the	rate	mentioned	in	the	Finance	Act;	or	
(iii)	 at	5%
However,	section	206AB	is	not	applicable	in	case	of	tax	deductible	at	source	u/s	192,	192A,	194B,	194BB,	194LBC	or	194N.
Meaning of “specified person” – A person who has not filed the ROI for both of the two A.Ys. relevant to the two P.Ys. 
immediately	prior	to	the	P.Y.	in	which	tax	is	required	to	be	deducted,	for	which	the	time	limit	of	filing	return	of	income	u/s	
139(1)	has	expired,	and	the	agg.	of	tax	deducted	at	source	and	tax	collected	at	source	in	his	case	is	R 50,000 or more in each of 
these two P.Ys.
However, the specified person does not include a non-resident who does not have a PE in India.
In case the provisions of section 206AA are also applicable to the specified person, in addition to the provisions of this section, 
then,	tax	is	required	to	be	deducted	at	higher	of	the	two	rates	provided	in	section	206AA	and	section	206AB.	

TAX COLLECTION AT SOURCE [SECTION 206C]

(a) Sellers	of	certain	goods	are	required	to	collect	tax	from	the	buyers	at	the	rates	specified	u/s	206C(1).	The	specified	percentage	for	
collection of tax at source is as follows:

Nature of Goods Percentage
(i) Alcoholic	liquor	for	human	consumption														 1%
(ii) Tendu leaves 5%
(iii) Timber obtained under a forest lease 2.5%
(iv) Timber	obtained	by	any	mode	other	than	(iii) 2.5%
(v) Any other forest produce not being timber or tendu leaves 2.5%
(vi) Scrap 1%
(vii) Minerals, being coal or lignite or iron ore 1%

However, no collection of tax shall be made in the case of a resident buyer, if such buyer furnishes a declaration in writing in 
duplicate to the effect that goods are to be utilised for the purpose of manufacturing, processing or producing articles or things or 
for the purposes of generation of power and not for trading purposes
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(b) Every person who grants a lease or a licence or enters into a contract or otherwise trfs any right or interest in any 
- parking lot or 
-	 toll	plaza	or	
-	 a	mine	or	a	quarry	
to	another	person	(other	than	a	public	sector	company)	for	the	use	of	such	parking	lot	or	toll	plaza	or	mine	or	quarry	for	the	
purposes	of	business.	The	tax	shall	be	collected	as	provided	u/s	206C(1C),	from	the	licensee	or	lessee	of	any	such	licence,	contract	
or lease of the specified nature, at the rate of 2%, at the time of debiting of the amount payable by the licensee or lessee to his 
account or at the time of receipt of such amount, whichever is earlier.

(c) Every person, being a seller, who receives any amount as consideration for sale of a motor vehicle of the value exceeding R10 lakhs, 
shall,	at	the	time	of	receipt	of	such	amount,	collect	tax	from	the	buyer@1%	of	the	sale	consideration	u/s	206C(1F).

(d) Every person,
-		 being	an	authorized	dealer,	who	receives	amt	under	the	LRS	of	the	RBI	for	overseas	remittance	from	a	buyer,	being	a	person	

remitting such amount out of India,
- being seller of an overseas tour programme package who receives any amt from the buyer who purchases the package
has	to	collect	tax	u/s	206C(1G)	at	the	rate	of	5%	of	such	amt	at	the	time	of	debiting	of	the	amount	payable	by	the	buyer	or	at	the	
time of receipt of such amount, whichever is earlier.
Rate of TCS in case of collection by an authorized dealer

S. No. Amount and purpose of remittance Rate of TCS

(i)
 

(a)	Where	the	amt	is	remitted	for	a	purpose	other	than	purchase	of	overseas	tour	
programme package; and

(b)	the	amt	or	agg.	of	the	amts	being	remitted	by	a	buyer	is	less	than	R7 lakhs in 
a F.Y.

Nil 
(No	tax	to	be	collected	at	

source)

(ii)
 

(a)	 Where	the	amt	is	remitted	for	a	purpose	other	than	purchase	of	overseas	tour	
programme package; and

(b)	 the	amt	or	agg.	of	the	amts	in	excess	of	R7 lakhs is remitted by the buyer in a 
F.Y.

5% of the amt or agg. of amts 
in excess of  R7 lakh

(iii) (a)	 where	 the	 amt	 being	 remitted	 out	 is	 a	 loan	 obtained	 from	 any	 financial	
institution, for the purpose of pursuing any education; and

(b)	 the	amt	or	agg.	of	the	amts	in	excess	of	R7 lakhs is remitted by the buyer in a 
F.Y.

0.5% of the amt or agg. of 
amts in excess of R7 lakh

Cases where no tax is to be collected 

(i) No	TCS	by	the	authorized	dealer	on	an	amt	in	respect	of	which	the	sum	has	been	collected	by	the	seller

(ii) No TCS, if the buyer is liable to deduct tax at source under any other provision of the Act and has deducted such tax.

(iii) No TCS, if the buyer is the CG, a SG, an embassy, a High Commission, a legation, a commission, a consulate, the 
trade representation of a foreign State, a local authority or any other person notified by the CG, subject to fulfillment 
of conditions stipulated thereunder

(e) Every person, being a seller, who receives any amt as consideration for sale of goods of the value exceeding R50 lakhs in a P.Y., other 
than	exported	goods	or	goods	covered	in	(a)/(c)/(d)],	is	required	to	collect	tax	at	source,	at	the	time	of	receipt	of	such	amount,	
@0.1% of the sale consideration exceeding R50 lakhs.
However,	tax	is	not	required	to	be	collected	if	the	buyer	is	liable	to	deduct	tax	at	source	under	any	other	provision	of	the	Act	on	
the	goods	purchased	by	him	from	the	seller	and	has	deducted	such	tax	[Section	206C(1H)].

(f) In	case	of	non-furnishing	of	PAN	[PAN	or	Aadhar,	in	case	of	section	206C(1H)]	by	the	collectee	to	the	collector,	tax	is	required	to	
be collected at the higher of –
(i)	 twice	the	rate	specified	in	the	relevant	provisions	of	the	Act;	or	
(ii)	 at	5%	[1%,	in	case	tax	is	required	to	be	collected	at	source	u/s	206C(1H)].	[Section	206CC]
The provisions of section 206CC does not apply to a non-resident who does not have a PE in India.

(g) Section	206CCA,	w.e.f.	1.7.2021,	requires	tax	to	be	collected	at	source	on	any	sum	or	amt	received	by	a	person	from	a	specified	
person, at higher of the following rates –
(a)	 at	twice	the	rate	specified	in	the	relevant	provision	of	the	Act;	
(b)	 at	5%
In case the provisions of section 206CC are also applicable to the specified person, in addition to the provisions of section 206CCA, 
then,	tax	is	required	to	be	collected	at	higher	of	the	two	rates	provided	in	section	206CC	and	section	206CCA.
Meaning of “specified person” – A person who has not filed the ROI for both of the two A.Ys. relevant to the two P.Ys. immediately 
prior	to	the	P.Y.	in	which	tax	is	required	to	be	collected,	for	which	the	time	limit	of	filing	return	of	income	u/s	139(1)	has	expired,	
and the agg. of tax deducted at source and tax collected at source in his case is R50,000 or more in each of these two P.Ys.
However, the specified person does not include a non-resident who does not have a PE in India.

 
Note: In case the deductee/collectee is a non-resident, the rate of tax under the relevant TDS/TCS provision would be increased by 
surcharge, wherever applicable, and HEC@4%.
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CA INTERmEDIATE - PAPER 5 - ADvANCED ACCOuNTINg 

The subject of Accounting constitutes a significant position in the Chartered Accountancy curriculum. The papers of 
Accounting at Intermediate level concentrate on conceptual understanding of the crucial aspects of accounting and 
acquaint students with the basic concepts, theories and accounting techniques followed by different business entities. In 
a pursuit to provide quality academic inputs to the students to help them in grasping the intricate aspects of the subject, 
Board of Studies has decided to bring forth a crisp and concise capsule on Paper 5 ‘Advanced Accounting’ at Intermediate 
level. The significant points of the topics “Liquidation of Companies” and “Consolidated Financial Statements” have been 
covered in this Capsule through pictorial presentations. This capsule, though, facilitates the students in undergoing quick 
revision, under no circumstances, such revisions can substitute the detailed study of the material provided by the Board 
of Studies. 

Mode of 
Winding Up

On inability 
to pay debts

Insolvency 
and 

Bankruptcy 
Code with its 
Regulations

Companies 
Act, 2013 

with Court 
Rules

Up to 31st 
March, 2017

Companies 
Act, 2013 

with Court 
Rules

Liquidation	is	the	
legal procedure

by which the 
company

comes to 
an end.

From 1st April, 
2017

Insolvency and 
Bankruptcy 
Code with 
voluntary 
liquidation	

process 
Regulations.

Grounds 
other than 
inability to 
pay debts

Voluntary 
winding up

ChAPTER 7: LIQuIDATION OF COmPANIES

ChAPTER ovERvIEW WINDING uP BY TRIBuNAl

PETITIoN FoR WINDING uP 
lIQuIDATIoN - INTRoDuCTIoN

DEFINITIoN oF WINDING uP

A company being a creation of law cannot die a natural death. A 
company,	when	found	necessary,	can	be	liquidated.

Winding Up 
Includes

Winding up 
under the 

Companies Act, 
2013

Liquidation	
under Insolvency 
and Bankruptcy 

Code

Circumstances in which company may be wound up by Tribunal

(a)	 The	 company	 has	 resolved	 that	 the	 company	 be	
wound	up	by	the	Tribunal.	The	company	is	required	to	
pass special resolution.

(b)	The	company	has	acted	against	the	interests	of	
the sovereignty and integrity of India, the security 
of the State, friendly relations with foreign States, 
public order, decency or morality.

(c)	The	 Registrar	 or	 any	 other	 person	 authorised	
by the Central Government by notification under 
this Act can make an application to Tribunal. The 
Tribunal is of the opinion that the affairs of the 
company have been conducted in a fraudulent 
manner or the company was formed for fraudulent 
and unlawful purpose or the persons concerned in
the formation have been guilty of fraud.

(d)	The	company	has	made	a	default	in	filing	with	the	
Registrar its financial statements or annual returns for 
immediately preceding 5 consecutive financial years.

(e)	 The	 Tribunal	 is	 of	 the	 opinion	 that	 it	 is	 just	 and	
equitable	that	the	company	should	be	wound	up.

Petition for Winding Up to Tribunal can be made by

The 
Company

The 
Registrar

Any person 
authorized	
by Central 

Government 
in that 
behalf

In case 
affairs of the 

company 
have been 
conducted 

in a 
fraudulent 
manner, by 
the Central 

Government 
or a State 

Government

Any 
Contributory 

or 
Contributories
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Petition by Contributory

Petition by Registrar

Petition by Company

A 
Contributory 
can present 
petition if

Contributory 
can file 
petition 

ignoring these 
points

•	 Shares	 in	 respect	 of	 which	 he	 is	 a	
contributory were either originally 
allotted to him or have been held by him 
for at least 6 months during the 18 months 
immediately before the commencement 
of the winding up and registered in his 
name or have transferred to him through 
the death of a former holder.

•	 He	 may	 be	 the	 holder	 of	 fully	 paid-up	
shares.

•	 The	company	may	have	no	assets	at	all.
•	 The	company	may	have	no	surplus	assets	

left for distribution among the
  shareholders after the satisfaction of its 

liabilities.

The Registrar 
should be entitled 

to present a 
petition for 

winding up under 
section 271, 

except on the 
grounds specified 

in the section.

The Registrar 
should obtain 
the previous 
sanction of 
the Central 

Government to 
the presentation 

for a petition.

The Central 
Government 

should not accord 
its sanction unless 

the company 
has been given 

a reasonable 
opportunity 
of making 

representations.

A petition 
presented by 

the company for 
winding up before 

the Tribunal should 
be admitted 

A copy of the 
petition should 

also be filed

The Registrar 
should, without 
prejudice to any 
other provisions,

•	 If	accompanied	by	a	statement	of	
affairs in such form and 

•	 in	 such	 manner	 as	 may	 be	
prescribed.

•	 with	the	Registrar

•	 submit	his	views	to	the	Tribunal
•	 within	60	days
•	 of	receipt	of	such	petition.

STATEMENT oF AFFAIRS
The broad lines on which the Statement of Affairs is prepared are the 
following —

Statement of affairs should accompany eight lists:

(1)	Include	assets	on	which	there	is	no	fixed	charge	at	the	
value they are expected to realise. Include calls in arrear 
but not uncalled capital.

(2)	Include	assets	on	which	there	is	a	fixed	charge.	The	
amount expected to be realised would be compared 
with the amount due to the creditor concerned. A 
deficit	 (the	amount	owed	 to	 the	creditor	 exceeding	
the	amount	realisable	from	the	asset)	is	to	be	added	
to unsecured creditors.

(3)	The	total	of	assets	in	point	(1)	and	any	surplus	
from	assets	mentioned	in	point	(2)	 is	available	for	
all	 the	 creditors	 (except	 secured	 creditors	 already	
covered	by	specifically	mortgaged	assets).

(4)	From	 the	 total	 assets	 available,	 the	 following	
should be deducted one by one:-
(i)	 Preferential	creditors,
(ii)	 Debentures	having	a	floating	charge,	and	
(iii)	 Unsecured	creditors.

If a minus balance emerges, there would be 
deficiency as regards creditors, otherwise there 
would be a surplus.

(5)	The	amount	of	total	paid-up	capital	(giving	details	
of	 each	 class	 of	 shares)	 should	 be	 added	 and	 the	
figure	 emerging	 will	 be	 deficiency	 (or	 surplus)	 as	
regards members.

List A     Full particulars of every description of property not 
specifically pledged and included in any other list are to be set 

forth in this list.

List B    Assets specifically pledged and creditors fully 
or partly secured.

List C    Preferential creditors for rates, taxes, salaries, 
wages and otherwise.

List D    List of debenture holders secured by a floating charge.

List E    Unsecured creditors.

List F    List of preference shareholders.

List G    List of equity shareholders.

List H    Deficiency or Surplus account.
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DEFICIENCY ACCouNT ovERRIDING PREFERENTIAl PAYMENTS
The	official	liquidator	will	specify	a	date	for	period	(minimum	three	
years)	beginning	with	the	date	on	which	information	is	supplied	for	
preparation of an account to explain the deficiency or surplus. On 
that date, either assets would exceed capital plus liabilities, that is, 
there would be a reserve or there would be a deficit or debit balance 
in	the	Profit	and	Loss	Account.

Deficiency account is divided 
into two parts: 

First part starts with the 
deficit	 (on	 the	 given	 date)	
and contains every item 
that	 increases	 deficiency	 (or	
reduces surplus such as losses, 
dividends	etc.).

If the total of the first part exceeds that of the second, there 
would be a deficiency to the extent of the difference, and if 
the total of the second part exceeds that of the first, there 

would be a surplus.

Second part starts with the 
surplus on the given date and 
includes all profits.

In the winding up of a company, the following debts should be 
paid in priority to all other debts:

a. workmen’s dues; 
and

b. where a secured creditor has realised 
a secured asset, so much of the debts 
due to such secured creditor as could 
not be realised by him or the amount 
of the workmen’s portion in his 
security	 (if	 payable	 under	 the	 law),	
whichever is less, pari-passu with the 
workmen’s dues.

Explanation: For the purposes of this section:
(a) Workmen, in relation to a company, means the employees of 

the company, being workmen within the meaning of Section 2 
(s)	of	the	Industrial	Disputes	Act,	1947;

(b) Workmen dues, in relation to a company, means the aggregate 
of the following sums due from the company to its workmen, 
namely:

(c) Workmen portion, in relation to the security of any secured 
creditor of a company, means the amount which bears to the 
value of the security the same proportion as the amount of 
the workmen’s dues bears to the aggregate of the amount of 
workmen’s dues and the amount of the debts due to the secured 
creditors.

Workmen 
Dues

All wages or salary including 
wages payable

Wages payable time 
or piece work

Salary earned 
wholly or in part by 
way of commission

All accrued holiday 
remuneration becoming payable 

to any workman 

All sums due to any workman from provident fund, pension fund, 
gratuity fund or any other fund maintained by the company

Unless the company is being wound up voluntarily merely for the purposes of 
reconstruction or amalgamation with another company or unless the company 
has, at the commencement of the winding up, under such a contract with insurers 
as is mentioned in the Workmen's Compensation Act, 1923, rights capable of 
being transferred to and vested in the workmen, all amount due in respect of any 
compensation or liability for compensation under the said Act in respect of the 
death or disablement of any workman of the company;

All wages or salary 
including wages payable

If the above payments are payable for a period of 2 years preceding the winding up 
order	then	the	same	shall	be	paid	in	priority	to	all	other	debts	(including	debts	due	to	
secured	creditors),	within	a	period	of	30	days	of	sale	of	assets	and	shall	be	subject	to	

such charge over the security of secured creditors.

all accrued holiday remuneration 
becoming payable to any workman 

The following payment should be made in priority to secured creditors:
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PREFERENTIAl CREDIToRS
In a winding up preferential creditors should be paid in priority to all 
other debts subject to the provisions of section 326 of the Companies 
Act.

Government 
Taxes

Preferential 
Creditors

Salary and 
Wages

Expenses of 
Investigation

Compensation 
in respect 
of death or 

disablement

PF, Pension 
Fund and 
Gratuity 

Fund

Holiday 
Remuneration

Contribution 
under ESI 

Act

Government Taxes:

Salary and Wages:

Holiday Remuneration:

Contribution under ESI Act:

•	 All	revenues,	taxes,	cess	and	rates	due	from	the	company	to	
the Central Government or a State Government or to a local 
authority at the relevant date, and having become due and 
payable within the 12 months immediately before that date.

•	 All	 wages	 or	 salary	 including	 wages	 payable	 for	 time	 or	
piece work and salary earned wholly or in part by way of 
commission of any employee in respect of services rendered 
to the company and due for a period not exceeding four 
months within the 12 months immediately before the 
relevant date, subject to the condition that the amount 
payable under this clause to any workman should not 
exceed such amount as may be notified.

•	 All	accrued	holiday	remuneration	becoming	payable	to	any	
employee, or in the case of his death, to any other person 
claiming under him, on the termination of his employment 
before, or by the winding up order, or, as the case may be, 
the dissolution of the company.

•	 Unless	the	company	is	being	wound	up	voluntarily	merely	
for the purposes of reconstruction or amalgamation with 
another company, all amount due in respect of contributions 
payable during the period of twelve months immediately 
before the relevant date by the company as the employer of 
persons under the Employees’ State Insurance Act, 1948 or 
any other law for the time being in force.

Compensation in respect of death or disablement: 

PF, Pension Fund or Gratuity Fund:

•	 Unless	the	company	has,	at	the	commencement	of	winding	
up, under such a contract with any insurer as is mentioned 
in the Workmen’s Compensation Act, 1923, rights capable 
of being transferred to and vested in the workmen, all 
amount due in respect of any compensation or liability for 
compensation under the said Act in respect of the death or 
disablement of any employee of the company:

•	 Where	 any	 compensation	 under	 the	 said	Act	 is	 a	 weekly	
payment, the amount payable under this clause should be 
taken to be the amount of the lump sum for which such 
weekly payment could, if redeemable, be redeemed, if the 
employer has made an application under that Act.

•	 All	sums	due	to	any	employee	from	the	provident	fund,	the	
pension fund, the gratuity fund or any other fund for the 
welfare of the employees, maintained by the company.

Expenses of Investigation:

•	 The	expenses	of	investigation	held	in	pursuance	of	sections		
213 and  216 of the Companies Act as far as they are payable 
by the company.

Explanations: For the purposes of this section,

Accrued Holiday Remuneration includes,

Employee

Relevant Date means

In relation to any person, 
all sums which, by virtue 
either of his contract of 
employment or of any 
enactment including any 
order made or direction 
given thereunder, are 
payable on account of 
the remuneration which 
would, in the ordinary 
course, have become 
payable to him in respect 
of a period of holiday, had 
his employment with the 
company continued until 
he became entitled to be 
allowed the holiday;

Does not 
include a 
workman; 
and In the case of a company 

being wound up by 
the Tribunal, the date 
of appointment or 
first appointment of a 
provisional	 liquidator,	 or	
if no such appointment 
was made, the date of 
the winding up order, 
unless, in either case, the 
company had commenced 
to be wound up voluntarily 
before that date under the 
Insolvency and Bankruptcy 
Code, 2016.

Effect of Floating Charge 

Where	a	company	is	being	wound	up,	a	floating	charge	
on the undertaking or property of the company created 
within the 12 months immediately preceding the 
commencement of the winding up, should be invalid 
unless it is proved that the company immediately after 
the creation of the charge was solvent except for the 
amount of any cash paid to the company at the time of 
and	in	consideration	for	or	subsequent	to	the	creation	
of the charge together with interest on that amount 
at the rate of 5 per cent per annum or such other rate 
as may be notified by the Central Government in this 
behalf.
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lIQuIDAToR’S FINAl STATEMENT oF ACCouNT

The statement showing 
receipts and payments of 
cash prepared in case of

voluntary 
winding up

Liquidator’s	Statement	
of Account”

compulsory 
winding up

“Official	Liquidator’s	
Final Account”.

While Preparing the Statement of Account, the following points 
should be noted :

(i)	 Assets	are	included	in	the	prescribed	order	of	
liquidity.

(ii)	 In	 case	 of	 assets	 specifically	 charged	 in	 favour	
of creditors, only the surplus from it, if any, is 
recognised as “Surplus from Securities”.

(iv)	Payments	 made	 to	 redeem	 securities	 and	 cost	 of	
execution, i.e. cost of collecting debts, are deducted 
from the total receipts.

(v)	 Payments	are	made	as	shown	in	the	following	order:

(a)	 Legal	Charges;
(b)	 Liquidator’s	Remuneration;
(c)	 Liquidation	Expenses;
(d)	 Debenture	holders	(including	interest	up	to	the	date	of	

winding up if the company is insolvent and to the date 
of	payment	if	it	is	solvent);

(e)	 Creditors;
(i)	 Preferential	 (in	 actual	 practice,	 preferential	

creditors are paid before debenture holders having 
a	floating	charge).	

(ii)	Unsecured	 creditors,	 shareholders	 for	 dividends	
declared but not yet paid;

(f )	 Preference	shareholders;	and
(g)	 Equity	shareholders.

Firstly,	 the	 equity	 shareholders	 should	 be	 called	 up	 to	
pay	 the	 necessary	 amount	 (not	 exceeding	 the	 amount	
of	 uncalled	 capital)	 if	 creditors’	 claims	 of	 preference	
shareholders cannot be satisfied with the amount. 
Preference shareholders would be called upon to 
contribute	(not	exceeding	the	amount	as	yet	uncalled	on	
the	shares)	for	paying	off	creditors.

(iii)	Net	 result	 of	 trading	 entered	 on	 the	 receipts	 side,	
profits being added and losses being deducted.

(vi)	Arrears	 of	 dividends	 on	 cumulative	 preference	
shares should be paid up to the date of winding up.

(viii)	The	 loss	 suffered	 by	 each	 class	 of	 shareholders,	
i.e. the amount that cannot be repaid, should be 
proportionate to the nominal value of the share. 

(vii)	In	 case	 of	 partly	 paid	 shares,	 it	 should	 be	 seen	
whether any amount is to be called up on such 
shares.

B lIST CoNTRIBuToRIES

B List Contributories:
 Shareholders who had transferred Partly Paid Shares 

(otherwise	than	by	operation	of	law	or	by	death)	
within one year, prior to the date of winding up may 

be called upon to pay an amount to pay off such 
creditors as existed on the date of transfer of shares. 
These	Transferors	are	called	as	B	List	Contributories.

Liability:
 Their liability is restricted to the amount not called 

up when the shares were transferred. They cannot be 
called upon to pay more than the entire face value of 

the share.

Conditions:
	Liability	of	B	List	Contributories	will 

crystallise only

(a)	 when	the	existing	assets	available	
with	the	liquidator	are	not	
sufficient to cover the liabilities;

(b)	 when	the	existing	shareholders	
fail to pay the amount due on the 
shares	to	the	Liquidator.
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ChAPTER 10: CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEmENTS

Concept 
of Group, 
Holding 

Company and 
Subsidiary 
Company

Purpose and 
Method of 
preparing 

Consolidated 
financial 

Statements

Components 
of 

Consolidated 
Financial 

Statements

Calculation of 
Goodwill/

Capital 
Reserve

Minority 
Interests;  

Profit	or	Loss	
of Subsidiary 

Company

Elimination of 
Intra-Group 
Transactions 

and other 
Adjustments

As per the syllabus, the chapter covers simple problems on 
consolidated financial statements with single subsidiary and 
excludes	problems	involving	acquisition	of	interest	in	subsidiary	at	
different dates; different reporting dates of holding and subsidiary; 
disposal of a subsidiary and foreign subsidiaries.

Many a times, a company expands by keeping intact its separate 
corporate	 identity.	 In	 this	 situation,	 a	 company	 (i.e.	 holding	
company)	 gains	 control	 over	 the	 other	 company	 (subsidiary	
company).	This	 control	 is	 exercised	 by	 one	 company	 over	 the	
other by- 
1.  Purchasing specified number of shares i.e. ownership through 

voting power of that company or 
2.  Exercising control over the board of directors. 
The companies connected in these ways are collectively called as 
a Group of Companies.
Holding Company and Subsidiary Company have also been 
defined in the Companies Act, 2013.

CONCEPT OF GROUP, HOLDING COMPANY 
AND SUBSIDIARY COMPANY

GRouP oF CoMPANIES

ChAPTER ovERvIEW

ToTAl ShARE CAPITAl

holDING CoMPANY

As per the Companies Act, 2013,

(a)	Paid	up	
equity	share	

capital

(b)	Convertible	
preference 

share capital.

Total share 
capital 

The Companies Act, 2013 prohibits a subsidiary company from 
holding shares in the holding company.  Accordingly, no company 
shall, either by itself or through its nominees, hold any shares in its 
holding company and no holding company shall allot or transfer its 
shares to any of its subsidiary companies and any such allotment or 
transfer of shares of a company to its subsidiary company shall be void.

“Holding company”, in relation to one or more other companies,

means a company

of which such companies are subsidiary companies.

SuBSIDIARY CoMPANY

The Companies 
Act, 2013 defines 

“subsidiary 
company” as 
a company in 

which the holding 
company -

(i)		 Controls	the	composition	of	
the Board of Directors; or

(ii)		Exercises	or	controls	more	
than one-half of the total 
share capital either at its own 
or together with one or more 
of its subsidiary companies.

“Success is the sum of small efforts, repeated.”
- R Collier
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Definitions as per Accounting Standard (AS) 21

PURPOSE OF PREPARING THE CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL 
STATEMENTS (CFS)

CFS	 are	 the	 financial	 statements	 of	 a	 ‘group’	 presented	 as	 those	
of	a	single	enterprise,	where	a	 ‘group’	refers	to	a	parent	and	all	 its	
subsidiaries. 

CFS are intended to show the financial position of the group as a 
whole - by showing the economic resources controlled by them, by 
presenting the obligations of the group and the results, the group 
achieves with its resources.

CFS normally include consolidated balance sheet, consolidated 
statement of profit and loss, and notes, other statements and 
explanatory material that form an integral part thereof. Consolidated 
cash	flow	statement	is	presented	in	case	a	parent	presents	its	own	
cash	flow	statement.	

WHOLLY OWNED AND PARTLY OWNED SUBSIDIARIES

However, a 
subsidiary 

may 
continue 
to be a 

member of 
its holding 
company 

when

(a)		the	 subsidiary	 company	
holds such shares as the legal 
representative of a deceased 
member of the holding company; 
or

(b)		the	 subsidiary	 company	 holds	
such shares as a trustee; or

(c)		the	 subsidiary	 company	 is	 a	
shareholder even before it 
became a subsidiary company of 
the holding company.

Control:

(a)		the	ownership,	
directly or indirectly 

through	subsidiary(ies),	
of more than one-half of 
the voting power of an 

enterprise; or

(b)	control	of	the	composition	
of the board of directors in 
the case of a company or 
of the composition of the 

corresponding governing body 
in case of any other enterprise 

so as to obtain economic 
benefits from its activities.

Subsidiary is an enterprise 
that is controlled by 

another	enterprise	(known	
as	the	parent).

Wholly owned subsidiary 
company

Partly owned subsidiary 
company

A wholly owned subsidiary 
company is one in which all the 
shares are owned by the holding 
company.

In a partly owned subsidiary, all 
the shares of subsidiary company 
are	not	acquired	by	the	holding	
company i.e. only the majority of 
shares	 (i.e.,	more	 than	50%)	are	
owned by the holding company.

100% voting rights are vested by 
the holding company.

Voting rights of more than 50% 
but less than 100% are vested by 
the holding company.

There is no minority interest 
because all the shares with 
voting rights are held by the 
holding company. 

There is a minority interest 
because less than 50% shares 
with voting rights are held by 
outsiders other than the holding 
company.

The consolidation of financial statements of the company shall 
be made in accordance with the provisions of Schedule III of the 
Companies Act 2013 and the applicable accounting standards.

 is that 
part of 
the net 

results of 
operations 

and

 of the net 
assets of a 
subsidiary 

attributable 
to interests

which are 
not owned, 
directly or 
indirectly

through 
subsidiary 
(ies), by the 

parent.

Minority interest

AS 21 should be applied in the preparation and presentation of 
consolidated financial statements for a group of enterprises under 
the control of a parent.

(i)	the	board	of	directors	of	a	company,	if	it	has	the	power,	
without the consent or concurrence of any other person, to 

appoint or remove all or a majority of directors of that company. 
An enterprise is deemed to have the power to appoint a director, 

if any of the following conditions is satisfied:

a. A person cannot 
be appointed as 
director without 
the exercise in 

his favour by that 
enterprise of such 

a power as 
aforesaid; or

b. a person’s 
appointment as 
director follows 
necessarily from 
his appointment 
to a position held 

by him in that 
enterprise; or 

c. the director is 
nominated by that 

enterprise or a 
subsidiary thereof.

(ii)	the	governing	body	of	an	enterprise	that	is	not	a	company,	if	
it has the power, without the consent or the concurrence of any 
other person, to appoint or remove all or a majority of members 
of the governing body of that other enterprise. An enterprise is 
deemed to have the power to appoint a member, if any of the 

following conditions is satisfied:

 a. A person cannot 
be appointed as 
member of the 
governing body 

without the exercise 
in his favour by that 

other enterprise 
of such a power as 

aforesaid; or

b. a person’s 
appointment 
as member of 
the governing 
body follows 

necessarily from 
his appointment to 
a position held by 
him in that other 

enterprise; or

c. the member 
of the governing 

body is nominated 
by that other 
enterprise.

An enterprise is considered to control the composition of 

AS 21 'CoNSolIDATED FINANCIAl STATEMENTS'
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EXCluSIoN FRoM PREPARATIoN oF 
CoNSolIDATED FINANCIAl STATEMENTS

ADvANTAGES oF CoNSolIDATED 
FINANCIAl STATEMENTS 

CoMPoNENTS oF CoNSolIDATED 
FINANCIAl STATEMENTS

As per AS 21, a subsidiary should be excluded from 
consolidation when:

Control is intended to be 
temporary because the 
subsidiary	 is	acquired	and	held	
exclusively with a view to its 
subsequent	disposal	in	the	near	
future; or

It operates under severe 
long-term restrictions which 
significantly impair its ability to 
transfer funds to the parent.

(i)	Single	source	document:
From the consolidated financial statements, the users 
of accounts can get an overall picture of the Group.

(ii)	Intrinsic	value	of	share:	
Intrinsic share value of the holding company can be 
calculated directly from the Consolidated Balance 
Sheet.

(iii)	Acquisition	of	subsidiary:	
Minority interest data of the consolidated financial 
statement indicates that the amount payable to the 
outside shareholders of the subsidiary company 
at book value which is used as the starting point of 
bargaining	at	the	time	of	acquisition	of	a	subsidiary	by	
the holding company.

(iv)	Evaluation	of	holding	company	in	the	market:	
Overall financial health of the holding company can 
be judged using consolidated financial statements. 

As per AS 21, consolidated financial statements normally include the 
following:

•	The	consolidated	financial	statements	are	presented	to	the	extent	
possible in the same format as that adopted by the parent for its 
separate financial statements.
All the notes appearing in the separate financial statements of the 
parent enterprise and its subsidiaries need not be included in 
the notes to the consolidated financial statement. For preparing 
consolidated financial statements, the following principles may be 
observed in respect of notes and other explanatory material that 
form an integral part thereof:

C
on

so
lid

at
ed

 F
in
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al
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m
en

ts

Consolidated Balance Sheet

Consolidated Statement of Profit 
and	Loss	Account

Notes and statements and 
explanatory schedules

Consolidated Cash Flow 
Statement	(in	case	parent	

presents	cash	flow	statement)

In consolidated financial statements, investments in such 
subsidiaries should be accounted for in accordance with 
AS	13	‘Accounting	for	Investments’.	

Where an enterprise owns majority of voting power by 
virtue of ownership of the shares of another enterprise and 
all	the	shares	are	held	as	‘stock-in-trade’	and	are	acquired	
and	 held	 exclusively	 with	 a	 view	 to	 their	 subsequent	
disposal in the near future, the control by the first 
mentioned enterprise is considered to be temporary. 

If	the	relevant	investment	is	acquired	without	an	intention	
to	its	subsequent	disposal	in	near	future,	and	subsequently,	
it is decided to dispose off the investments, such an 
investment is not excluded from consolidation, until the 
investment is actually disposed off.

If	the	relevant	investment	is	acquired	with	an	intention	to	its	
subsequent	disposal	in	near	future,	but,	due	to	some	valid	
reasons, it could not be disposed off within that period, 
the same will continue to be excluded from consolidation, 
provided there is no change in the intention.

(a)	Notes	which	
are necessary 
for presenting 
a true and fair 

view of the 
consolidated 

financial 
statements are 
included in the 

consolidated 
financial 

statements as 
an integral part 

thereof.

(c)	Additional	
statutory 

information 
disclosed in 

separate financial 
statements of the 
subsidiary and/

or a parent having 
no bearing on the 
true and fair view 

of the consolidated 
financial statements 

need not be 
disclosed in the 

consolidated 
financial 

statements.

(b)	Only	the	
notes involving 
items which are 
material need 

to be disclosed.  
Materiality for 
this purpose is 

assessed in relation 
to the information 

contained in 
consolidated 

financial 
statements. 

In addition, the consolidated financial 
statements shall disclose the information as per 
the	requirements	specified	in	the	applicable	

Accounting Standards including the following 
as	per	the	requirements	of	Schedule	III	to	
the Companies Act, 2013 which contains 

the	‘General	Instructions	for	Preparation	of	
Consolidated Financial Statements’:

(i)	Profit	or	loss	attributable	
to “minority interest” and 
to owners of the parent in 
the statement of profit and 
loss shall be presented as 
allocation for the period.

(ii)	“Minority	interests”	in	
the balance sheet within 
equity	shall	be	presented	
separately	from	the	equity	

of the owners of the 
parent.
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When preparing consolidated financial statements, the individual 
balances of the parent and its subsidiaries are combined or 
consolidated on a line-by-line basis, and then certain consolidation 
adjustments are made. For example, the cash, trade receivables and 
prepayments of the parent and each subsidiary are added together 
to arrive at the cash, trade receivables and prepayments of the 
group, before consolidation adjustments are made.

CoNSolIDATIoN PRoCEDuRE

The various steps involved in the consolidation process are as follows:

1.	Cost	to	the	parent	of	its	investment	(cost	of	acquisition)	in	each	
subsidiary	 and	 the	 parent’s	 portion	 of	 equity	 of	 each	 subsidiary	
(acquirer’s	 interest),	 at	 the	 date	 on	 which	 investment	 in	 each	
subsidiary	is	made,	should	be	eliminated.		In	case,	cost	of	acquisition	
exceeds	or	is	 less	than	the	acquirer’s	 interest,	at	the	date	on	which	
investment in the subsidiary is made, goodwill or capital reserve 
should	be	recognized	respectively	in	the	CFS.

4. Minority interest in the net income of consolidated subsidiaries for 
the reporting period are identified and adjusted against the income 
of the group in order to arrive at the net income attributable to the 
owners of the parent; and

5. Minority interests in the net assets of consolidated subsidiaries 
should be identified and presented in the consolidated balance sheet 
separately	from	liabilities	and	the	equity	of	the	parent’s	shareholders.	
Minority interests in the net assets consist of:
(i)	 The	amount	of	equity	attributable	 to	minorities	at	 the	date	on	

which investment in a subsidiary is made; and
(ii)	 The	minorities	share	of	movements	in	equity	since	the	date	the	

parent-subsidiary relationship came in existence.

Results of operations of a subsidiary with which parent-subsidiary 
relationship ceases to exist are included in the consolidated statement 
of profit and loss until the date of cessation of the relationship.The 
difference between the proceeds from the disposal of investment in a 
subsidiary and the carrying amount of its assets less liabilities as of the 
date of disposal is recognised in the consolidated statement of profit 
and loss as the profit or loss on the disposal of the investment in the 
subsidiary. 

2. Intragroup transactions, including sales, expenses and dividends, 
are eliminated, in full;

Results of operations of a subsidiary are included in the CFS as from 
the date on which parent-subsidiary relationship came in existence.

3. Adjustments in respect of unrealised profits/ losses should be made;

MINoRITY INTERESTS

Goodwill =
 Cost of 

Investment 
less

Parent’s 
share in the 
equity	of	the	

subsidiary

 on date of 
investment

Capital Reserve =

Parent’s	share	in	the	equity	of	the	subsidiary	
on date of investment

less

Cost of investment

The	parent’s	portion	of	equity	in	a	subsidiary,	at	the	date	
on which investment is made, is determined on the basis 

of information contained in the financial statements of the 
subsidiary as on the date of investment.

However, if the financial statements of a subsidiary as on the 
date of investment are not available and if it is impracticable 
to draw the financial statements of the subsidiary as on that 

date, financial statements of the subsidiary for the immediately 
preceding period are used as a basis for consolidation. 

Adjustments are made to these financial statements for the 
effects of significant transactions or other events that occur 

between the date of such financial statements and the date of 
investment in the subsidiary.

Positive or negative differential is separately recognised as cost of 
control in the consolidated balance sheet.

Minority 
interest is 
that part 
of the net 
results of 

operations 
and of net 
assets of a 
subsidiary 

attributable 
to interests 
which are 

not owned, 
directly or 
indirectly 
through 

subsidiaries, 
by the 

holding 
(parent)	

company. 

Minority 
interests in the 
net income of 
consolidated 

subsidiaries for 
the reporting 

period are 
identified and 

adjusted against 
the income 
of the group 
in order to 

arrive at the 
net income 

attributable to 
the shareholders 

of the holding 
company.

Minority 
interests 

should be 
presented 

in the 
consolidated 
balance sheet 

separately 
from 

liabilities and 
the	equity	of	
the parent’s 

shareholders. 
Minority 

interest in the 
income of the 
group should 
be separately 

presented.

The losses applicable 
to the minority in a 

consolidated subsidiary 
may exceed the 

minority interest in the 
equity	of	the	subsidiary.	

The excess, and any 
further losses applicable 

to the minority, are 
adjusted against the 

majority interest except 
to the extent that the 

minority has a binding 
obligation and is able 

to make good the 
losses. If the subsidiary 
subsequently	reports	
profit, all such profits 

are allocated to the 
majority interest until 
the minority’s share 
of losses previously 

absorbed by the 
majority has been 

recovered.

CAlCulATIoN oF GooDWIll/CAPITAl 
RESERvE (CoST oF CoNTRol)
As	on	the	date	of	investment,	the	cost	of	investment	and	the	equity	in	
the subsidiary needs to be calculated.

The	‘residual	interest	in	the	
assets of an enterprise after 
deducting all its liabilities.’

Equity
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REvAluATIoN oF ASSETS oF SuBSIDIARY 
CoMPANY

PRoFIT oR loSS oF SuBSIDIARY CoMPANY

For the 
purpose of 

consolidated 
balance sheet 
preparation,

all reserves 
and profits 
(or	losses)	of	

subsidiary 
company should 
be classified into 

pre and post-
acquisition	

reserves and 
profits	(or	
losses).

Profits	(or	losses)	earned	(or	incurred)	by	subsidiary	company	up	to	
the	date	of	acquisition	of	the	shares	by	the	holding	company	are	pre	
acquisition	or	capital	profits	(or	loss).	
Similarly, all reserves of subsidiary company up to the date of 
acquisition	 are	 capital	 reserves	 from	 the	 view	 point	 of	 holding	
company.	 If	 the	 holding	 interest	 in	 subsidiary	 is	 acquired	 during	
the	middle	or	some	other	period	of	the	current	year,	pre-acquisition	
profit should be calculated accordingly.
The	 minority	 interest	 in	 the	 reserves	 and	 profits	 (or	 losses)	 of	
subsidiary company should be transferred to minority interest 
account which will also include share capital of subsidiary company 
held by outsiders / minority shareholders.

The	 holding	 company’s	 interest	 in	 the	 pre-acquisition	 reserves	
and	profits	(or	losses)	should	be	adjusted	against	cost	of	control	to	
find out goodwill or capital reserve on consolidation. The reserves 
and	 profits	 (or	 loss)	 of	 subsidiary	 company,	 representing	 holding	
company’s	 interest	 in	 post-acquisition	 or	 revenue	 reserves	 and	
profits	 (or	 losses),	 should	 be	 added	 to	 the	 reserves	 and	profits	 (or	
losses)	of	holding	company.

Minority Interest = Share Capital of subsidiary belonging 
to outsiders + Minority interest in reserves and profits of 

subsidiary company

Profit or loss on 
revaluation of 
fixed assets of 

subsidiary should 
also be treated as 
capital profit or 

loss.

But if the fall 
in the value of 

the asset occurs 
after the date of 
acquisition,	the	
loss should be 

treated as revenue 
loss.

Depreciation 
on changed 
value of the 

assets shall be 
given effect to.

Depreciation on 
revalued assets 
will be taken as 

capital or revenue 
depending on the 
period for which 
the depreciation 

belongs to.

Adjustment for 
depreciation 

would be made 
in the profit and 

loss account of the 
subsidiary.

DIvIDEND RECEIvED FRoM SuBSIDIARY 
CoMPANIES

When	dividends	on	equity	are	declared	from	pre-acquisition	profits,	a	
similar treatment may apply. If it is difficult to make such an allocation 
except on an arbitrary basis, the cost of investment is normally reduced 
by dividends receivable only if they clearly represent a recovery of a 
part of the cost.

When holding company 
receives dividend from 

a subsidiary company, it 
must distinguish between

the part received out of 
capital profits 

(i.e.	pre-acquisition	profits)

 revenue profits
	(i.e.	post-acquisition	

profits)

capital profits are credited 
to Investment account 

(being	capital	receipts)	and

revenue profits are 
credited to the Profit & 

Loss	Account.	

If	 the	 controlling	 interest	was	 acquired	during	 the	 course	 of	 a	 year,	
profit	 for	 that	 year	 must	 be	 apportioned	 into	 the	 pre-acquisition	
and	post-acquisition	portions,	on	the	basis	of	time	in	the	absence	of	
information on the point.

As	per	AS	13,	‘Accounting	for	Investments’,	interest,	dividends	and	
rentals receivables in connection with an investment are generally 

regarded as income, being the return on the investment. 

However,	in	some	circumstances,	such	inflows	represent	a	recovery	of	
cost and do not form part of income. 

Example:	When	unpaid	interest	has	accrued	before	the	acquisition	
of an interest-bearing investment and is therefore included in the 
price	paid	for	the	investment,	the	subsequent	receipt	of	interest	is	
allocated	between	pre-acquisition	and	post-acquisition	periods;	the	

pre-acquisition	portion	is	deducted	from	cost.

Post	acquisition	
dividend

Accounted by the 
subsidiary

Not accounted by 
the subsidiary

In the books of the 
holding company

No further 
adjustment 
required

Adjusted at 
the time of 

consolidation

Accounted by 
crediting	P&L	

A/c of the holding 
company

TREATMENT IN CASE oF PoST-
ACQuISITIoN DIvIDEND
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Adjust the 
same at 

the time of 
consolidation

Adjust the 
same at 

the time of 
consolidation

If correctly 
accounted 

as reduction 
to the cost of 
investment

If wrongly 
accounted by 
crediting to 
P&L	A/c

Dividends received out of profits earned before purchase of investments 
normally also are credited to the Investment Account. 

Accounted 
by holding 
company

Pre-Acquisition	Dividend

Not 
accounted 
by holding 
company

Not 
accounted 

by 
subsidiary 
company

Account for 
as reduction 

to cost of 
investment

Reduce 
the pre-

acquisition	
profit of 

subsidiary 
and then 

distribute it 
into holding 
and minority 

interest

No further 
adjustment 
required

Reverse the 
entry passed

Also reduce 
the cost of 
investment

TREATMENT IN CASE oF PRE-ACQuISITIoN 
DIvIDEND

 sales made by one group enterprise 
to another should be excluded both 
•	 from	turnover	and
•	 from	cost	of	sales
•	 or	
•	 the	 appropriate	 expense	 heading	

in the consolidated statement of 
profit and loss.

Liabilities due to 
one group enterprise 

by another will be 
set off against the 

corresponding asset 
in the other group 

enterprise’s financial 
statements: 

To the extent 
that the buying 
enterprise has 

further sold 
the goods in 
question	to	a	
third party:

However, to 
the extent that 
the goods are 
still on hand 
at year end:

•	 the	eliminations	to	sales	and	cost	of	sales	
are	all	that	is	required,	and

•	 no	adjustments	are	needed	to
•	 consolidated	profit	or	loss	for	the	period,	

or
•	 to	net	assets.

•	 they	 may	 be	 carried	 at	 an	 amount	 that	
is in excess of cost to the group and the 
amount of the intra-group profit must be 
eliminated, and assets are reduced to cost 
to the group.

For transactions between 
group enterprises, unrealised 
profits resulting from intra-
group transactions that are 

included in the carrying 
amount of assets

•	 such	 as	 inventories	 and	
Property, Plant and 
Equipments.

•	 are	eliminated	in	full.	

PREPARATIoN oF CoNSolIDATED  
BAlANCE ShEET

While preparing the consolidated balance sheet, assets and liabilities 
of the subsidiary company are merged with those of the holding 
company. Share capital and reserves and surplus of subsidiary 
company are apportioned between holding company and minority 
shareholders. These items, along with investments of holding 
company in shares of subsidiary company are not separately shown 
in consolidated balance sheet.

The net amounts resulting from various computations on 
these	 items,	 shown	 as	 (a)	minority	 interest	 (b)	 cost	 of	 control	 (c)	
holding	company’s	share	in	post-acquisition	profits	of	the	subsidiary	
company	 (added	 to	appropriate	concerned	account	of	 the	holding	
company)	are	entered	in	consolidated	balance	sheet.	

As per AS 21, if an enterprise makes two or more investments 
in another enterprise at different dates and eventually obtain 
control of the other enterprise the consolidated financial statements 
are presented only from the date on which holding-subsidiary 
relationship comes in existence.

•		AS	 21	 states	 that	 intragroup	 balances	 and	
intragroup transactions and resulting unrealised 
profits should be eliminated in full. 

•	 Unrealised	 losses	 resulting	 from	 intragroup	
transactions should also be eliminated unless 
cost cannot be recovered.

ElIMINATIoN oF INTRA - GRouP 
TRANSACTIoNS

The	 requirement	 to	 eliminate	 such	 profits	 in	 full,	 applies	 to	 the	
transactions of all subsidiaries that are consolidated even those in 
which the group’s interest is less than 100%.

Unrealised profit in inventories:

Where 
a group 

enterprise 
sells goods to 

another,

If these goods 
are still held 
in inventory

when viewed 
from the 

standpoint of 
the group as 

a whole, 

On 
consolidation, 
the unrealised 

profit on closing 
inventories 

the selling 
enterprise, as a 
separate legal 

enterprise,

 by the buying 
enterprise at 
the year end,

has not yet 
been earned, 

and will not be 
earned

will be 
eliminated from 

the group’s 
profit, and 

records profits 
made on those 

sales.

the profit 
recorded by 
the selling 
enterprise, 

until the goods 
are eventually 
sold outside 
the group.

the closing 
inventories of 

the group will be 
recorded at cost 

to the group. 
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The intragroup transaction is “upstream” or “down-stream”.

Holding Co.
Sells goods Downstream Sales

Upstream Sales

to

to
Sells goods 

Holding Co.

Subsidiary 
Co.

Subsidiary 
Co.

Intra-group 
transaction

Upstream

Unrealised 
profit 

eliminated 
from holding 
and minority 

interest

Unrealised 
profit 

eliminated 
from holding 

company’s	P&L	
in full

Corresponding 
decrease of 
inventories

Corresponding 
decrease of 
inventories

Downstream

Unrealised inter-company profits arising 
from intra-group 

transfers of fixed assets
are also 

eliminated 
from the consolidated 
financial statements. 

Unrealised profit on transfer of non-current asset: 

Unrealised losses:

Example:
If	 net	 realisable	 value	 (NRV)	 expected	 from	 sale	 of	 such	 goods	 is	
more than the actual cost of the goods, then unrealised loss should be 
reversed during consolidation process. However, if it is expected that 
NRV would not be sufficient to recover the loss incurred on transfer 
of goods from one entity to another, the unrealised loss should not 
be reversed.

Unrealised 
losses 

resulting 
from intra- 

group 
transactions

that are 
deducted in 
arriving at 

the carrying 
amount of 

assets

are also 
eliminated

unless cost 
cannot be 
recovered. 

PREPARATIoN oF CoNSolIDATED STATE-
MENT oF PRoFIT AND loSS

PREPARATIoN oF CoNSolIDATED CASh 
FloW STATEMENT

All the items of profit and loss account are to be added on line by 
line basis and inter-company transactions should be eliminated 
from the consolidated figures.
•	For	 example,	 a	 holding	 company	may	 sell	 goods	 or	 services	 to	

its subsidiary, receive consultancy fees, commission, royalty etc. 
These items are included in sales and other income of the holding 
company and in the expense items of the subsidiary. Alternatively, 
the subsidiary may also sell goods or services to the holding 
company. These inter-company transactions are to be eliminated 
in full.

As	per	AS	21,	Consolidated	cash	flow	statement	is	presented	in	case	
a	parent	presents	its	own	cash	flow	statement.

If there remains any unrealised profit in the inventory, of any of the 
Group Company, such unrealised profit is to be eliminated from the 
value of inventory to arrive at the consolidated profit.

For	the	purpose	of	preparation	of	consolidated	cash	flow	statement,	
all	 the	 items	 of	 cash	 flow	 from	 operating	 activities,	 investing	
activities and financing activities are to be added on line by line 
basis and from the consolidated items, inter-company transactions 
should be eliminated.

uNIFoRM ACCouNTING PolICIES

AS 21 states that consolidated financial statements shall 
be prepared using uniform accounting policies for like 
transactions and other events in similar circumstances.

If any company in the same group uses accounting policies 
other than those adopted in consolidated financial 
statements for like transactions and events in similar 
circumstances, appropriate adjustments are made to its 
financial statements when they are used in preparing the 
consolidated financial statements.

If it is not practicable to use uniform accounting policies 
in preparing the consolidated financial statements, the fact 
should be disclosed together with the proportions of items 
to which different accounting policies have been applied.

TREATMENT oF SuBSIDIARY CoMPANY 
hAvING PREFERENCE ShARE CAPITAl

While preparing CFS, outstanding cumulative preference shares 
issued by a subsidiary are considered in the same manner as 
any other liability, such as debentures, etc. Accordingly, the cost 
associated with such cumulative preference shares needs to be 
adjusted for.
However, in case of non-cumulative preference shares, no such 
adjustment	is	required	unless	the	dividend	is	actually	received.
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ChAPTER 3: BANK RECONCILIATION STATEmENT

Introduction
The objective of Bank Reconciliation statement is to understand 
passbook and cash book and reconciliation between the two. The 
reconciliation brings out any errors that may have been committed 
either in the cash book or in the passbook . A regular reconciliation 
discourages	the	accountant	of	the	bank	from	embezzlement.

Banks are 
essential 

institutions in a 
modern society. 

Now-a-days, 
most of the 

transactions of 
the business are 
done through 

bank whether it 
is a receipt or a 

payment.

A Bank accepts 
deposits from 

people, in various 
forms, and lends 

funds to those 
who need; 

it also invests 
some funds 
in profitable 
investments. 

Thus, money 
which would 

have been 
otherwise idle is 
put to use and is 
made available 
to those who 

need it. 

Bank Passbook

Bank passbook is a copy of the customer’s 
account in the book of a bank where all deposits 
and withdrawals made by the customer during 

the particular period is recorded. 

The bank balance shown in the passbook is 
known as pass book balance for reconciliation 

purpose. The credit balance as per passbook is the 
deposit made by the customer while debit balance 

is the overdraft balance for the customer.

Bank Reconciliation Statement
To reconcile means to find out the difference between two and 
eliminating that difference.
Whenever we deposit or withdraw money from banks, it is always 
recorded at two places:- 

Bank column of the cash 
book	(in	customer	books);	 Bank	statement	(pass	book	i.e.	

in	the	banks	books)

The cash book is 
maintained by the 

person having the bank 
account whereas the bank 
statement is prepared by 
the bank. Therefore, the 

balance in both should be 
equal	and	opposite 

in nature.

But most of the 
times these two balances 

do not match. The 
process of eliminating this 
difference and bringing the 
two statements in line with 

each other is known as 
“Reconciliation”.

The statement which 
reconciles the bank balance 
as per cash book with the 

balance as per the pass book 
by showing all the causes 
of difference is known as 

“BANK RECONCILIATION 
STATEMENT”.

Accounting plays a vital role of core competence for Chartered Accountants. It accelerates and develops the strong basics 
to understand the financials of business world in a better way. Considering this objective, it has been decided to bring forth 
a crisp and concise capsule on Bank Reconciliation Statement covered in the syllabus of Paper 1: Principles and Practice 
of Accounting. The concepts involved in this chapter has been gathered and presented through pictorial presentations 
which will help the students in grasping the intricate practical aspects for quick revision. Under no circumstances, such 
revision can substitute the detailed study of the material provided by the Board of Studies. Students are advised to refer 
the Study Material for comprehensive study.

 CA FOuNDATION - PAPER 1 - PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF ACCOuNTINg
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Causes of Difference
The difference in bank balance as per cash book and passbook may 
arise because of the following reasons:-

Salient features of Bank 
Reconciliation Statement

The 
reconciliation 
will bring out 

any errors that 
may have been 

committed 
either in the 

cash book or in 
the passbook.

Any undue 
delay in the 
clearance of 
cheques	will	

be shown 
up by the 

reconciliation.

A regular 
reconciliation 
discourages 

the accountant 
of the 

bank from 
embezzlement.

It helps in 
finding out the 
actual position 

of the bank 
balance.

Importance of Bank Reconciliation Statement

Some of the items that frequently cause a difference 
are as follows :-

TIMING TRANSACTIONS ERRORS
Sometimes a 
transaction is 
recorded at 
two different 
times in cash 
book and the 
passbook.

There are 
v a r i o u s 
t ransac t ions 
which the bank 
carries out by 
itself without 
intimating the 
customer.

Mistakes or errors made in 
preparing the accounts either 
by the bank or the customer 
can also result in disagreement 
of the two statements. For 
this reason rectification 
of	 errors	 is	 required	 to	 be	
done in both the statements 
before preparing any Bank 
Reconciliation Statement.

It is a very important tool for 
internal	control	of	cash	flows.

It helps in detecting errors, frauds 
and irregularities occurred, if any, at 

the time of passing entries in the cash 
book or in the pass book, whether 

intentionally or unintentionally.

Cheques 
issued but not 
presented for 

payment

Cheques 
paid into the 
bank but not 

cleared

Interest 
allowed by 

bank

Interest and 
expenses 

charged by 
the bank

Interest and 
dividends 

collected by 
the bank

Direct 
payments by 

the bank

Direct 
payment into 
the bank by a 

customer

The entry in the cash book is made immediately on 
issue	of	cheque	but	entry	will	be	made	by	the	bank	
only	 when	 the	 cheque	 is	 presented	 for	 payment.	
There will thus be a gap of some days between the 
entry in the cash book and in the pass book.

As	soon	as	cheques	are	sent	to	the	bank,	entries	are	
made on the debit side of the bank column of the 
cash book. But usually banks credit the customer’s 
account only when they have received the payment 
from the bank concerned due to which there will be 
gap between the entry in both books.

If the bank has allowed interest to the customer, 
the entry will normally be made in the customer’s 
account and later shown in the pass book. The 
customer usually comes to know about the interest 
amount by pursuing the pass book and only then he 
makes relevant entry in the cash book.

Like	 (iii)	 above,	 the	 interest	 charged	 by	 the	 bank	
and the bank charges are entered in the customer 
account and later in the pass book. The customer 
makes	 the	 required	 entries	 only	 after	 he	 sees	 the	
pass book. These are debited to customer account 
by bank therefore, bank balance as per pass book is 
less than bank balance as per cash book.

Sometimes investments are left with the bank in 
the safe custody; the bank itself sees to it that the 
interest or the dividend is collected on the due 
dates.

The bank may be given standing instructions for 
certain payments for eg. insurance premium. In 
this case also, the customer may come to know of 
the payment only on seeing the pass book.

If such a payment is received by the bank, it will be 
entered in the customer’s account and also in the 
pass book; the account holder may come to know 
of the amount only when he sees the pass book.

Dishonour 
of a bill 

discounted 
with the bank

Bills collected 
by the bank 
on behalf of 

the customer

Errors

If the bank is not able to receive payment on 
promissory notes discounted by it, it will debit 
the customer’s account together with the charges 
it may have incurred. The customer will make the 
entry only when he sees the pass book.

If goods are sold, the documents may be sent 
through the bank. If the bank is able to collect the 
amount, it will credit the customer’s account. The 
customer may make the entry only on receiving 
the pass book.

While recording the entries, error can occur 
in both cash book and pass book. A bank rarely 
makes any error but if does, the balance in the pass 
book will naturally differ from cash book.

Following is the table summarising in brief the 
timings of different transactions:

Sl. 
No.

Transaction Time of recording 
in cash book

Time of recording 
in pass book

1. Payment done 
by the account 
holder through 
issuing	a	cheque.

At the time 
of issuing the 
cheque.

At the time of 
presenting the 
cheque	 to	 the	 bank	
for payment.

2. Receipt by the 
account holder 
through	a	cheque.

At the time of 
depositing the 
cheque	 into	 the	
bank.

At the time of 
collection of amount 
from the account of 
the issuing party.
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Sl. 
No.

Transaction Time of recording 
in cash book

Time of recording 
in pass book

3. Collection of bills/
cheque	 directly	
on behalf of the 
account holder.

When the entry is 
posted in the pass 
book.

When the amount 
is collected by the 
bank.

4. Direct payment 
to the third party 
on behalf of the 
account holder.

When the entry is 
posted in the pass 
book.

When the amount is 
paid by the bank.

5. Dishonour of 
cheque/	 bills	
receivable.

When the entry is 
posted in the pass 
book.

When	 the	 cheque	 is	
dishonoured.

6. Bank charges 
levied by the 
bank.

When the entry is 
posted in the pass 
book.

When charges are 
levied by the bank.

7. Interest and 
dividend credited 
by the bank.

When the entry is 
posted in the pass 
book.

When interest or 
dividend is allowed or 
collected by the bank.

8. Interest debited 
by the bank.

When the entry is 
posted in the pass 
book.

When interest is 
charged by the bank.

Procedure for Reconciling the Cash Book Balance 
with the Pass Book Balance

It means that you can start bank reconciliation from any of the 
following four balances i.e.

‘Dr.	balance	as	per	cash	
book’ means deposits in 
the bank or cash at bank 

or Cr. balance as per 
pass book. 

Similarly	‘Cr.	balance	as	
per cash book’ means 
excess amount over 

deposits withdrawn by 
the account holder or 

overdraft balance or Dr. 
balance as per pass book.

Dr. balance 
as per cash 
book

Cr. balance 
as per cash 
book

Dr. balance 
as per pass 
book

Cr. balance 
as per pass 
book 

TYPES OF PRACTICAL 
PROBLEMS

When causes of 
difference are given

When causes of 
difference are not given

Given the causes of disagreement, the balance of the other 
book can be either more or less. If the balance of the other 
book is more then add the amount and if the balance of the 
other book is less then subtract the amount.

If a reconciliation starts from debit balance of cash book and 
after all adjustments the balance arrived is positive then it is 
known as Cr. balance as per the pass book and if the balance 
is negative then it is said to be Dr. balance as per the pass 
book and vice-versa.

When causes of differences are given

Methods of Bank Reconciliation
Bank Reconciliation Statement without the preparation of Adjusted Cashbook

But if causes of differences are not given

Compare the debit entries of cash book with the 
credit entries of the pass-book and vice-versa. 
The entries, which do not tally, are the causes of 
difference in the balances of both the books. Once 
the causes are located, their effects on both the books 
are analysed and then reconciliation statement is 
prepared to arrive at the actual bank balance.

One should also take into care that whether opening 
balance of both the books at particular point of time 
from where the books are compared, tallies or not. If 
opening balances are not same then unticked items 
are divided into two categories i.e., one relating to 
reconciliation of opening balance and other relating 
to reconciliation of closing balance.

Causes of differences Favourable balance 
(Dr.) as per cash- book

Unfavourable balance 
(Cr.) as per cash- book

Favourable balance 
(Cr.) as per pass- book

Unfavourable balance 
(Dr.) as per pass- book

Cheque	deposited	but	not	cleared Subtract Add Add Subtract
Cheque	issued	but	not	presented	
to bank

Add Subtract Subtract Add

Cheque	directly	deposited	in	bank	
by a customer

Add Subtract Subtract Add

Income	(e.g.,	interest	from	UTI)	
directly received by bank

Add Subtract Subtract Add

Expenses	(e.g.,	telephone	bills,	
Insurance	charges)	directly	paid	by	
bank on standing instructions

Subtract Add Add Subtract

Bank charges levied by bank Subtract Add Add Subtract
Locker	rent	levied	by	bank Subtract Add Add Subtract
Wrong debit in the cash book Subtract Add Add Subtract
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Causes of differences Favourable balance 
(Dr.) as per cash- book

Unfavourable balance 
(Cr.) as per cash- book

Favourable balance 
(Cr.) as per pass- book

Unfavourable balance 
(Dr.) as per pass- book

Wrong credit in the cash book Add Subtract Subtract Add
Wrong debit in the pass book Subtract Add Add Subtract
Wrong credit in pass book Add Subtract Subtract Add
Undercasting of Dr. side of bank 
account in the cash book

Add Subtract Subtract Add

Overcasting of Dr. side of bank 
account in cash book

Subtract Add Add Subtract

Undercasting of Cr. side of bank 
account in cash book

Subtract Add Add Subtract

Overcasting of Cr. side of bank 
account in cash book

Add Subtract Subtract Add

Bill receivable collected directly by 
bank

Add Subtract Subtract Add

Interest on bank overdraft charged Subtract Add Add Subtract
Final Balance If answer is

positive then 
favourable balance 
(Cr.)	as	per	pass-book	
and if negative then 
unfavourable balance 
(Dr.)	as	per	pass-book.

If answer is positive 
then unfavourable 
balance(Dr.)	as	
per pass-book and 
if negative then 
favourable balance 
(Cr.)	as	per	pass-book.

If answer is positive 
then favourable 
balance	(Dr.)	as	
per cash-book and 
if negative then 
unfavourable balance 
(Cr.)	as	per	cash-book

If answer is positive 
then unfavourable 
balance	(Cr.)	as	
per cash book and 
if negative then 
favourable	balance	(Dr.)	
as per cash-book.

Adjusted Cash Book

But if reconciliation 
is done at the end of 

the accounting year or 
financial year, the cash-
book must be adjusted 
so	as	to	reflect	the	

correct bank balance in 
the balance sheet.

Adjusting the cash-book before 
preparing the bank reconciliation 
statement is completely optional, 

if reconciliation is done during 
different months.

When the balance in the 
cash book is first adjusted 

for certain adjustments 
before taking it to the 
bank reconciliation 
statement, then it is 

known as adjusted cash 
book balance. 

While adjusting cash-book, the following adjustments 
are considered:-

All	the	errors	(like	
wrong amount 
recorded in the 

cash-book, entry 
posted twice in the 
cash-book, over/

undercasting of the 
balance	etc.)	and

Omissions 
(like	bank	charges	

recorded in the 
pass-book only, interest 

debited by the bank, 
direct receiptor payment 
by the bank, dishonour 
of	cheques/bills	etc.) 
by the cash-book are 

taken into care

Bank Reconciliation Statement after the preparation of Adjusted Cashbook
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FINANCE UPDATES  
RBI warns against forex trading sites
The	Reserve	Bank	of	India	(RBI)	on	Thursday	warned	people	
against trading forex on unauthorised platforms following 
growing reports of people falling prey to such entities.
https://www.livemint.com/politics/policy/rbi-warns-against-
forex-trading-sites-11643913858802.html   

Hero FinCorp first Indian company to secure new 
benchmark loan

Hero FinCorp has become the first Indian company to raise a 
secured	overnight	financing	rate	(SOFR)-linked	syndicated	loan.
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/banking/
finance/banking/hero-fincorp-first-indian-company-
to-secure-new-benchmark-loan/articleshow/89491126.
cms?utm_source=contentofinterest&utm_medium=text&utm_
campaign=cppst

Stock market shifts to T+1 settlement cycle
The	Indian	stock	market	shifted	to	the	shorter	and	quicker	T+1	or	
‘Trade	plus	1’	settlement	cycle	from	February	25,	2022.	In	the	first	
phase, 100 stocks based on the lowest market capitalisation on the 
NSE were put under the new settlement cycle. This means those 
transacting in shares falling under the T+1 settlement cycle will 
get their money or shares delivered within 24 hours.
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/markets/stocks/news/stock-

market-shifts-to-t1-settlement-cycle/articleshow/89840876.cms 

SEBI plans tougher disclosure norms for new-age 
companies’ IPOs

Market regulator Securities and Exchange Board of India 
(SEBI)	has	proposed	to	tighten	disclosure	standards	for	new-
age	companies	that	plan	to	float	initial	public	offerings	(IPOs).	
Such companies will have to disclose more details pertaining 
to how they arrived upon the offer price for their IPOs. This 
proposal aims to cover only those companies which don’t fulfil 
the three-year profitability track record, while the rules remain 
unchanged for others.
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/markets/ipos/fpos/sebi-
plans-tougher-disclosure-norms-for-new-age-companies-ipos/
articleshow/89677977.cms

SEBI comes out with new disclosure format for 
abridged prospectus

Capital markets regulator SEBI has revised the format for 
abridged prospectus to further simplify, provide greater clarity 
and consistency in the disclosures on the front page of the offer 
document.
https://www.livemint.com/market/stock-market-news/
sebi-comes-out-with-new-disclosure-format-for-abridged-
prospectus-11644244660711.html
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ACROSS
1.	 ______	 seek	 to	 improve	 the	 quality	 of	 the	

output of a process by identifying the causes 
of defects.

8. Chromium is a chemical element with the 
symbol ______.

10. ______group is a privately owned 
reinsurance and insurance international 
broking group. 

11. A software program that is the repository 
of accurate and comprehensive records of 
buildings and is used by architects.

12. _____ is a business school based in Madrid, 
Spain.

13. ____ is a soluble protein.
15. The practice of managing and disseminating 

information from an individual or an 
organisation.

16. An American fast food restaurant chain 
headquartered	in	Louisville,	Kentucky.	

17. An Indian statutory insurance and 
investment corporation.

19. A measurable value that demonstrates 
how effectively a company is achieving key 
business objectives.

21. A South Korean multinational conglomerate.
23. The use of computers to create, process, 

store, retrieve, and exchange all kinds of 
electronic data and information.

24. An economic and political union of 27 
countries. 

25.	The	 Danish	 students’	 Grants	 and	 Loans	
Scheme.

26. ______ is a United Nations agency whose 
mandate is to advance social and economic 
justice through setting international labour 
standards.

28. The world’s largest private non-profit 
educational testing and assessment 
organisation.

29. ______ software used by computers to 
mimic aspects of human intelligence.

30.	 ______	 Limited	 is	 a	 government-owned	
export credit provider.

31. ______ is a public health association in the 
United Kingdom established as a registered 
charity.

32. A Russian state-controlled international 
television network.

33. The commercial banks have to hold a certain 
minimum amount of deposit as reserves 
with the central bank.

34.	 A	metric	unit	of	length	equal	to	1000	meters.

35. An international financial institution.
38. A civil services training institute for one 

of	 the	 central	 civil	 services	 Group	 ‘A’	
Gazetted	 cadre	 known	 as	 Indian	 Trade	
Service cadre.

41. The centre of interest or activity.
43. A ___ is an interest rate limit on a 

variable rate credit product.
44. An investment strategy that aims to 

reduce the impact of volatility on large 
purchases of financial assets. 

45. Abbre: State Council of Educational 
Research and Training.

         
DOWNWARD
1. A supermarket sets up a Just in Time 

arrangement with a supplier for short-
life items, such as ready-to-eat food, in 
order to retain customer interest in an 
instant food product. This is an example 
of _______markets.

2. Autonomous public technical and 
research institutes located across India. 

3. A freely available and global framework 
for exchanging business information.

4. A small chip of a semiconductor material 
that mounts an entire circuit on itself.

5. An American worldwide clothing and 
accessories retailer. 

6. The ___ is the current price at which a 
good or service can be purchased or sold.

7. ____is defined as the total demand 
for final goods and services in a given 
economy at a specific time. 

8. An international shipping agreement 
used when freight is shipped via sea or 
waterway.

9. _____ is the process of actively seeking 
out, finding and hiring candidates for a 
specific position or job.

14. An investor or investment fund investing 
in a country outside of the one in which 
it	is	registered	or	headquartered.	

16. _____ is responsible for managing and 
overseeing the activities relating to the 
rendering of any financial service.

18.	 A	____	scan	uses	X-rays,	whereas	an	MRI	
scan uses strong magnetic fields and 
radio waves.

20. Move forward by using force to pass 
people.

22.	 Abbre:	General	Ledger	Connector.

25. ____ is a part of the Channel Islands in the 
south western English Channel, off the coast of 
Normandy.

27. ______ is a professional esports organisation 
based in Europe.

28. Abbre for European Funds Recovery Initiative. 
35. The guardian of the Olympic Games and the 

leader of the Olympic Movement.
36. The ministry regulating ICAI.
37. _______money has the power to change your 

financial health and remove unwanted stress.
39. A metric used to determine whether a life 

insurance company has sufficient free capital to 
fully cover its financial obligations.

40. The go-to platform created by teachers, for 
teachers to access the community, content and 
tools they need.

41. A financial instrument provided by banks or 
NBFCs which provides investors a higher rate of 
interest than a regular savings account, until the 
given maturity date.

42. _______was originally established as Adolf 
Hitler’s personal bodyguard unit.
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